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ABSTRACT

Applications of planar integrated optical waveguide (lOW) technology to
problems in surface spectroscopy and optical chemical sensing have been partly limited
by the difficulty of producing high quality glass lOWs. The fabrication of lOWs by the
sol-gel method from methyltriethoxysilane and titanium tetrabutoxide precursors has
therefore been developed. The physical, chemical, and optical properties of the films
were studied using a variety of analytical techniques. The results show that the catalyst
used to accelerate the sol-gel reaction strongly influenced the optical quality of the lOW.
A novel optical sensing platform was subsequently developed using a sol-gel derived,
laminate planar lOW structure. The sensing element is fabricated by coating a sol-gel
low with a second, porous sol-gel layer in which optical indicator molecules are
physically entrapped, yet remain sterically accessible to analytes that diffuse into the pore
network. Formation of a complex between the analyte and entrapped indicator is detected
via attenuated total reflection (ATR) of light guided in the lOW. Feasibility was
evaluated by constructing lOW-ATR sensors for Pb2+ and pH, based on entrapped
xylenol orange and bromocresol purple respectively. The response of both sensors was
sensitive and rapid. This work was further extended to the development of a new class of
gaseous iodine sensors. The sensing principle is based on the detection of a charge
transfer complex formed between iodine and phenyl groups that have been incorporated
into a porous, methylated glass film. The sol-gel iodine sensor exhibits a linear response
to gaseous 12 in the range of 100 ppb to 15 ppm with response and recovery times less
than 15 sec. Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films have also been deposited on a sol-gel lOW
from zinc 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-phthalocyanine (ZnPc). Planar waveguide
linear dichroism was used to determine molecular orientation in a ZnPc LB monolayer.

18
The lOW-supported ZnPc monolayer was found to exhibit a sensitive spectral response to
gaseous 12. The overall optical sensing approach described in this dissertation is
technically simple, inexpensive, and applicable to a wide variety of chemical sensing
problems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

l.I. INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
The application of glass fibers as cylindrical optical waveguides is a concept already
familiar to many [1]. However, an alternative geometry is the planar integrated optical
waveguide (lOW) [2,3]. which consists of a thin core layer with a thickness typically
ranging from 1000 A to 3 [xm on a substrate. This core layer is sandwiched between
layers having a lower refractive index (the upper layer may be air or water). Thus light
can propagate via total internal reflection within the confines of the film. Planar lOWs
have several advantages over multimode fiber optics: (i) they can be fabricated from a
wider variety of materials; (ii) the planar geometry is more compatible with established
surface modification and deposition technologies; (iii) the electric field distributions of
the polarization-conserved mode structure are spatially inhomogeneous and easily
calculated; and (iv) the much higher density of total reflections (up to several thousand
per cm of beam propagation) yields a concomitant increase in evanescent pathlength.
Planar waveguides can also be fabricated as multilayer structures for 3-D integration, as
well as chaimel geometries to confine the light in the lateral direction. Osterberg and
Smith carried out the first guided wave experiment with planar waveguides in the early
1960s [4]. Integrated optical waveguides are now playing an important and everincreasing role in high technology, which includes telecommunication, optical
computing, molecular devices, microsensors, and thin film spectroscopies [5-9]. The
following sections describe the theory necessary for quantitative analysis of planar
waveguiding phenomena and review the specific applications of lOWs in chemistry.
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1.1.1. WAVEGUIDE THEORY
When light encounters a interface, the relationship between angles and refractive
indices is geometrically governed by Snell's law. If the incident beam travels from a
denser medium to a less dense medium, with an increase in the incident angle, the
refracted beam deviates away from the normal until it propagates along the interface. At
this point, the incident angle is referred to as the critical angle. At an angle greater than
the critical angle, the incident beam is totally reflected back into the denser medium.
This phenomenon is referred to as the total internal reflection of light. The planar
waveguide is based on light propagation in a thin film by multiple total internal
reflections.
a. Ray Optics Theory
In an integrated optical waveguide, the light wave can be bound and guided by the
film as a waveguide mode. From a ray optics perspective, the light ray can be considered
as traveling in a zigzag path in the waveguide. Each waveguide mode is a light ray that
follows a zigzag path at a different angle of reflection. It is interesting to note that ray
optics theory appears to allow rays at any angle greater than the critical angle to
propagate in a waveguide, however, in fact only a certain discrete number of modes are
capable of propagating. This quantum nature of the propagation is one of the most
important properties of integrated waveguides. The discrete nature of propagation can be
explained simply and elegantly by Snell's law of total internal reflection and standing
wave phenomenon [10,11].
The light beam trapped in the film as the wave is totally reflected back and forth
between the film surfaces. This zigzag wave can be represented by two wave vectors A
and B in Figure 1.1. The vectors can be decomposed into vertical components A/ and Bi,

nz

Superstrate

ni

Film

no

Substrate

A2

d

1

Figure 1.1. Phase matching between the reflected beams for the standing wave
in a planar waveguide.

and horizontal components A2 and 82- The horizontal components of vectors A and B are
equal, indicating that the light propagates at a constant speed along the film. Now
consider an observer who moves at the same speed as the wave in the direction parallel to
the film. The observer does not see the light propagation along the waveguide. What he
observes is a light wave that folds upward and downward between the top and bottom
surface of the film. In order to form constructive interference, i. e., a standing wave, the
total phase change for the light wave to travel up and down in one round trip must be
equal to an integer multiple of 2jrrad. Otherwise, the wave would interfere destructively
with itself and die out. Consequently, the relationship between the waveguide thickness d
and reflection angle 6 of the guided mode is given by [11]
2d!fen,cos0-2<I>jo-2<I>ij=« 2/mr

(I.l)

where k=(jo/c is the propagation constant in vacuum, which means the phase change per
unit propagation distance, to and c are, respectively, the angular frequency of the light
wave and the speed of light in vacuum. 4>/o and <Pi2 are the Goos-H^chen phase shifts
due to the total reflections at the lower and upper film boundaries, m = 0, I, 2, 3,..., is
the order of the mode.
As a result of this phase requirement, only certain incidence angles or zigzag
paths are permitted. Therefore, the propagation of light through the thin film waveguide
becomes quantized. Although the ray-optics model provides intuitive insight into the
waveguiding phenomena, there are a number of limitations and discrepancies that exist
between it and electromagnetic theory. One of the limitations of the ray-optics model is
that it fails to explain the evanescent loss, which is the basis of many optical sensing
applications. For an exactly quantitative description of waveguiding phenomena,
electromagnetic wave theory must be applied.
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b. Wave Theory
As mentioned above, in order to fully understand the field distribution across the
waveguide, the analysis must be carried out using Maxwell's equations [12,13]. In
electromagnetic wave theory, light propagation can be further divided into two types of
waves according to their transverse properties of electric field E and magnetic field H, as
shown in Figure 1.2. They are TE waves if they contain the field components Ey, H., and
HxiEz = Ex = Hy = 0)-, they are TM modes if they contain the field components Hy, E~,
and Ex

= Hx = Ey = 0). The overall analysis of waveguide modes in wave theory is

rather complex. For simplification, assume that the light wave in the film is infinitely
wide in the y direction, which is parallel to the film and perpendicular to the direction of
wave propagation x, therefore dE/dy = 0 for TE modes and dH/dy = 0 for TM mode, and
the Maxwell's equations for electric field of TE modes (or H for TM modes) can be
reduced to a second order wave equation:
d^E
dx-

—

—

d^E
T
dz

-(Jaijf EJ =-0Xor2,

(1.2)

where nj is the refractive index of the medium j. The subscripts y = 0, 1, or 2 represent the
substrate, film, and superstrate respectively. The equation must be solved to satisfy the
proper boundary conditions of wave motion in all three media at the film/superstrate and
film/substrate interfaces. An important solution is obtained:
(1.3)

In the film, kxj and

are the horizontal and vertical components of the wave vector
= /3 = kn^ sin 6
A:., = la\ cosd

(1-4)
(1.5)
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TE

TM

Figure 1.2. TE and TM polarization modes.
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In the waveguide mcxie, from the condition sin'^rio/n^) < 6 ctjl, we have
kriQ
which means

(1.6)

<kn

is real, and k^o and k^z are imaginary. Thus the electric field distribution

is a standing wave in the film and exponentially decays into the substrate and superstrate.
The spatial distributions of the electric field amplitudes for various modes in a symmetric
waveguide is shown in Figure 1.3. The light energy radiating out of the waveguide is
called the evanescent field.

This evanescent nature of the light propagation is

characteristic of all guided modes. The evanescent penetration depth, dp, is defined as the
distance required for the electric field amplitude to fall to He of its original value at the
interface, and can be calculated by the following equation [14]:
A

(1.7)

Obviously, the penetration depth is dependent upon (i) the propagation wavelength A; (ii)
the incidence angle d\ and (iii) the refractive indices of both the guide and surroundings.
The depth of penetration typically ranges from a fraction of the wavelength up to several
wavelengths.
Mathematically and conceptually, the wave equation and the field distribution of
waveguide mode described above show great similarity to the Schrodinger equation and
the probability density of the particle-in-a-box model with which all chemists are
familiar. In this model, the walls of the box are formed by potential barriers and the
chemist seeks the probability density of a particle in the square potential well by solving
the Schrodinger equation. The solutions are found to be standing waves in the box. If the
potential barrier has a value other than infinity, the probability of the particle will no
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Figure 1.3. Electric field distribution for various modes in a symmetric
waveguide.
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longer be zero at the wall, instead, it will protrude through the wail with an exponentially
decaying tail. This is the so called tunneling effect. In the waveguide analogy, the walls
of the box are replaced by the real dielectric discontinuities at the materials interfaces,
and the tunneling effect is replaced by the evanescent field. The tailing area is
determined by the refractive index difference at the waveguide interface instead of the
potential energy difference in the particle-in-a-box model.
A model analysis of waveguide modes based on Ma-xwell's equations can only be
carried out exactly for a step-index waveguide.

In the graded-index waveguide,

approximation methods must be applied. The WKB method, named after Wenzel,
Kramers, and Brillouin, has been the most popular approach to the analysis of modes in a
graded-index waveguide [13].
1.1.2. FABRICATION OF INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
a. Waveguide Fabrication
Optical fibers drawn from UV grade quartz have been successfully employed as
waveguides in telecommunication with propagation losses in the order of decibels per
kilometer.

On the other hand, planar integrated waveguides have much higher

propagation losses with the typical figure of I dB/cm, and are not commercially
available. This is because the films for integrated optics applications are much more
difficult to fabricate than conventional optical coatings. When light propagates in
integrated optical waveguides, the optical pathlength is several orders of magnitude larger
than that of transmission geometry. Any absorption or inhomogeneity that is negligible
in transmission measurement of films will cause high losses in waveguides. For
integrated optics applications, waveguide materials need to meet several requirements:
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(i) Highly uniform microstructure: the structure can be amorphous, single crystalline, or
poly-crystalline. Amorphous and single crystalline films are homogeneous in structure
and flat at interfaces. In fact, most low-loss waveguides are amorphous. Unfortunately
many deposition technologies produce thin films in poly-crystalline form.
(ii) Low absorption: the optical absorption of most dielectric films is low in the visible
range, however, absorption bands can arise from impurities. It is highly desirable to use
ultra-pure materials for waveguide fabrication.
(iii) Good durability: waveguide materials need to have good mechanical and chemical
durability for the reliability of performance.
The most widely used waveguide materials are metal oxides, metal nitrides,
glasses, and polymers. Various techniques for fabricating such a waveguide structure
have been reported in the literature. The most important technologies include:
(i) Ion exchange based on the diffusion of metal ions into the top layer of glasses of
single crystals. The ion exchange process has been the most popular technique for
fabricating graded-index waveguides [15,16].
(ii) Chemical vapor deposition (CVD). A number of waveguides have been fabricated by
CVD technology [17-19]. Low loss silicon nitride and silicon oxynitride waveguides
have also been reported by several groups using low pressure CVD [20,21] or plasma
enhanced CVD [20,22].
(iii) Vacuum sputtering technology. A variety of inorganic materials have been
investigated for waveguide fabrication [23,24]. Sputtered films such as ZnO [11,25,26],
TaaOs [27], AI2O3 [28], and Coming 7059 have been studied intensively [26,29]. Dutta
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showed that laser annealing can significantly improve the optical properties of sputtered
nims [26,30].
(iv) Flame hydrolysis deposition. Kavachi and coworkers reported the fabrication of
Si02-Ti02 planar waveguide from SiCU-TiCU by flame hydrolysis deposition [3132].
(v) Sol-gel process. Recently, the sol-gel process has been investigated for lOW
fabrication [33-35]. Tiefenthaier and coworkers employed the sol-gel process to fabricate
Si02-Ti02 and LiNbOs waveguides from the commercial Liqucoat solutions [36]. The
sol-gel method has also been used to fabricate Ti02-Pb0 and Ti02-Bi03 waveguides by
La Serra and co-workers [37].
(vi) Polymer coating technology. A variety of organic polymers (e.g., polystyrene) used
to fabricate planar waveguides have been investigated by several groups [3839].
(vii) Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film deposition.

The first successful waveguide

measurements in LB films have been reported using fatty acid salts illuminated by
helium-neon lasers [40,41]. Swalen et al. have extended these investigations and
reported the effects of subphase pH, film thickness, and wavelength [42]. Using
optimum conditions Novak reported an attenuation of 3 dB/cm for 300 nm thick films but
a value one order of magnitude higher for films 50% thicker [43].
b. Grating Fabrication
Waveguide input/output couplers are key components for integrated optics to interface
with external components, such as light sources, fiber optics, bulk optics, or detectors.
Coupling the optical energy into and out of a waveguide can be difficult due to the
micron geometry of waveguide films. There are several techniques that are commonly
used to convert a light beam into a guided wave [7]. The simplest method of coupling a
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laser beam to a slab waveguide is direct focusing onto the endface of the waveguide, as
shown in Figure 1.4(a). However, in practice, the alignment between lasers and the
waveguide ends is very difficult Prisms have also been used as waveguide couplers, in
which a laser beam is introduced at the prism base at a specific angle, as shown in Figure
1.4(b). The principle of such coupling is based on the overlap between the evanescent
fields of the prism mode and waveguide mode [10,44].
In order to realize the integration of optical components, grating couplers have
been proposed as an essential step in integrated optics development, as shown in Figure
1.4(c). The grating coupling mechanism involves a phase matching between a particular
waveguide mode and a light beam diffracted at an oblique angle to the waveguide surface
[45,46]. The advantages of grating couplers are the improvements in miniaturization,
long term reliability, and robustness of lOW devices, as well as offering a significant
potential for cost reduction. For integrated optical sensing applications, the grating
coupler is promising for practical sensor development since it is an integral part of the
waveguide structure and the coupling efficiency remains constant. However, the
techniques for grating fabrication are typically complicated. A sophisticated holographic
process with photomasldng and plasma etching techniques is often mandatory [47].
Sub-micron gratings have been fabricated by several groups either by holography
or electron beam lithography [48-51]. Holographically generated gratings are produced
by interference of two coherent light beams at an angle designed to produce an
interference pattern of the desired periodicity. The period of the interference pattern is
dependent upon the wavelength of the light source and the angle between two interfering
wave fronts. Electron beam lithography offers a greater potential for fine grating
structures in comparison with holography and is the only practical means of producing
gratings of period less than 200 nm [51].
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Transfer of the photoresist grating pattern to the substrate can be accomplished by
plasma etching or ion beam milling. Plasma etching is a well established technology
since it has been an essential process in semiconductor industry for several decades.
Recently, ion beam milling has generated increased interest Its primary advantage is the
capability to reproduce very fine patterns in a substrate without undercutting [52]. An ion
beam etching system uses a special "gun" in which ions are generated. The ion gun uses
a hot filament cathode for emission of electrons. The electrons are then accelerated
toward the anode. The electrons interact with the gas to produce ions by electron
stripping. A grid structure is used to extract the ion beam. A highly collimated ion beam
can be produced by the alignment of grid holes.
Embossing into sol-gel thin films offers a non-vacuum method for the production
of surface-corrugation gratings. Investigations into the embossing of surface-relief
gratings on sol-gel thin film waveguides have been reported by several groups [53-55].
The advantages of sol-gel embossing technique include low cost, technical simplicity,
and high throughput However, the success of embossing sol-gel films has been limited
by the difficulty of controlling the plasticity, stress, and sticking of the gel films during
embossing process.
1.1.3. APPLICATIONS TO CHEMISTRY
In several emerging areas of high technology, such as molecular transduction in
bioengineering, molecular electronics, and photonics, surface and thin film chemistry is
playing more and more important roles. However the classical analytical methods are not
particularly well suited to thin-film investigation. The unique problems in thin-film and
monolayer samples definitely require new analytical approaches. One new and promising
technique is integrated optical waveguide ATR spectrometry. As mentioned earlier, there
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are several fundamental advantages in performing ATR experiments in planar
waveguides: (i) extremely liigh density of reflections; (ii) high power irradiance; (iii) a
typical streak-like geometry; and (iv) well characterized electric field spacial
distributions. These advantages have been exploited by chemists in their research in a
number of ways.
a. Chemical Sensors
One of the most important applications of planar waveguides is chemical sensor
development. Chemical sensing is an emerging technology that traverses the boundaries
of many traditional academic disciplines. The International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (lUPAC) has just started to work on the definition and nomenclature of
chemical sensors with their subgroup of biosensors [56]. According to a preliminary
suggestion discussed in the lUPAC Division of Analytical Chemistry, a chemical sensor
should be defined as "a ... small device designed to respond in a reversible manner to a
chemical stimulus and to transmit a resulting signal for measurement and interpretation or
for operating a control".
low chemical sensors are still in an initial stage of development in comparison
with fiber optical sensors, which have been under investigation for the past 30 years [5761]. Some fiber optic probes for monitoring blood pH and similar parameters are already
commercially available [62]. The principal features are small size, immunity to
electromagnetic interference, and elimination of the need for electrical connection to the
patient. However, integrated optical waveguide sensors show some advantages which are
not present in fiber-optical sensors:
(i) large flexibility in the choice of constructing materials provides the novel sensor-tvpe
which is not realizable with presently existing fibers.
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(ii) Higher reflection density, and thus high sensitivity.
(iii) prospect of smart multi-sensor system, Le., lOW structure allows sensors to be
constructed for parallel detection of several chemical species.
Planar waveguide sensors make use of similar optical principles as that of optical
fibers. They are in certain sense complementary. The development of lOW sensors will
greatly benefit from well established optical fiber technologies. Two principal modes of
detection have been widely used for integrated optical waveguide sensor design [63]: In
the first, the intrinsic optical property of the analyte is utilized for its detection. In the
second mode, an indicator or label is used to transduce the analyte concentration into an
optical signal. Extrinsic sensors have the advantages that the modulation mechanisms
may be more readily tailored to suit the measurand of interest.
A variety of planar lOW chemical and biochemical sensors based on ATR,
fiuorescence, and refractive index detection have been reported [64-70]. A pH sensor
based on a dielectric optical waveguide was reported by Yao et al. [71]. Integrated
optical chemical vapor microsensors have been investigated by Giuliani [72]. lOW
ammonia sensor has been studied by Kleim etal. [73]. Fabricius and co-workers reported
a gas sensor based on an integrated optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer [74]. Bearzotti
have develop)ed an integrated optical sensor for the detection of H2 concentrations [75].
Kuhn and co-workers have evaluated the multiple mode response of an ion-diffused
planar optical waveguide to liquid-phase analytes [76].
The combination of biochemistry and waveguide technique leads to numerous
opportunities for biosensor development. A number of integrated optical biosensor have
been reported by Lukosz and co-workers [67,77,78]. Heideman et al. have developed an
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optical waveguide interferometric immunosensor [79]. A planar indium phosphate
monomode waveguide evanescent field immunosensor was reported by Sloper eial. [80].
b. Raman Spectroscopy
Light waves propagating in thin film waveguides possess enormous power
densities which is very attractive for Raman scattering measurements. The high power
irradiance is a result of the decreased cross-sectional area of a beam propagating as a
waveguide mode. For example, when a 10 mW laser beam of cross-sectional area I mm^
is coupled into a waveguide mode of cross-sectional area 10-* mm^ with 10% efficiency,
the irradiance is increased by approximately lO^. Therefore, Raman scattering which
depends on the irradiance of the excitation beam is greatly enhanced. In addition, the
guided wave is a long streak of radiation, which can be easily imaged into the entrance
slit of a spectrometer. Levy et al. first measured the Raman spectra of very thin polymer
films by casting them on a substrate and using them as planar waveguides [81]. Several
groups have used the lOW geometry to excite Raman scattering from polymer films [8284], Langmuir-Blodgett multilayers deposited on waveguide surfaces [85,86], and protein
films [87,88].

Waveguide Raman spectroscopy has provided useful information

concerning the nature of intermolecular adhesive forces. Swalen and co-workers have
also demonstrated that integrated optical techniques provide monolayer sensitivity based
on the tremendous enhancement of irradiance, and the orientation of the organic
molecules at the surface can be probed by selectively launching orthogonal TE or TM
modes [89].
c. ATR Spectrometry
Although attenuated total reflection is a well established technique for infrared
spectroscopy, it usually has a very low number of total internal reflections per cm of
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beam travel in the internal reflection element. From the ray optics perspective, the
density' of total internal reflections is inversely proportional to the thickness of ATR
plate. For example, an integrated optical waveguide having a thickness of I n supports
up to several thousand reflections per cm of beam propagation at visible wavelengths.
Thus substantially enhanced sensitivity can be achieved by using integrated optical
waveguides. Midwinter has discussed that the thin film planar waveguide can be 1000fold more sensitive than a conventional mm thick ATR plate [90]. Polky et al. have
reported that both direct bulk absorption and absorption of adsorbed molecules contribute
to the power attenuation of the guided mode [91]. The evanescent absorption by bilirubin
in blood has been investigated [92]. Spectrometry of some organic monolayers has been
measured by using planar waveguide techniques [93]. More recently, attenuated total
reflectance spectrometry has been used to examine protein monolayer adsorption from
solution to low surfaces [94-100].
d. Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Total internal reflection fluorimetry (TIRF) has been widely employed to study
adsorption of proteins at interfaces [111,112]. TIRF does not directly measure absorption
of the evanescent field, instead, it collects the fraction of evanescent energy absorbed by
the sample which is reemitted as fluorescence. Ruorescence excitation by the evanescent
field opens up another domain for waveguide applications. The fluorescence can be
collected at right angles or it may be trapped inside the waveguide and measured at the
end of the waveguide. Lee et al. have demonstrated that the in-bound fluorescence
intensity is enhanced by one order of magnitude in comparison with that emitted at right
angles [113]. For waveguide fluorescent studies, the waveguide materials must be
nonfluorescent, highly pure, and low scattering. Another advantage of waveguide
fluorimetry is the improvement of linearity of fluorescence measurements at high
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concentrations because the excitation and emission light no longer travels through the
bulk solution [114]. The lOW-excited fluorescence has recently been used to investigate
protein monolayer adsorption to solid surfaces [97,98].
e. Spectroelectrochemistry
The combination of planar waveguides and transparent thin-film electrodes
provides a powerful analytical approach to characterization of surfaces and interfaces.
Like an all-dielectric lOW, the waveguide electrode uses the evanescent field to probe the
adjacent solution. Thus, spectral changes and the electrochemical process at the electrical
double layer can be simultaneously monitored. Piraud and co-workers have deposited
lutetium biphthalocyanine films on ITO coated planar waveguides [115,116]. The
electrochemically controlled waveguide absorption spectra were measured using a
halogen lamp as the light source. Conductive SnOa films have also been coated over
waveguides to serve as electrodes [117].

1.2. SOL-GEL OPTICS
Conventional glass technology is high-temperature chemistry. An amorphous
three dimensional network is formed during high-temperamre melting and is preserved by
supercooling the melt An alternative to this high temperature method is the sol-gel
process. The most fascinating feature of sol-gel technology is the formation of a threedimensional glasslike network in a liquid medium at room temperature using metalorganic compounds as staring materials. When molecules in a solution form a continuous
three dimensional network, the solution loses its mobility and becomes able to maintain
its shape; this process is called the sol-gel transition. The gel is a soft solid, which can be
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converted into glasses or ceramics at elevated temperature. The use of sol-gel materials
for optical applications is of interest for a number of reasons. These include [i18]:
(i) excellent optical quality of sol-gel derived materials;
(ii) high purity and uniformity at the molecular level;
(iii) the ability to add organic functional components to the sol-gel network;
(iv) low-temperature processing capability;
(v) high thermal stability;
(vi) tunable refractive index;
(vii) ease of fabrication of sol-gel derived films.
1.2.1. SOL-GEL CHEMISTRY
In general, sol-gel chemistry consists of two basic steps: hydrolysis of metal
alkoxides yielding metal hydroxides, followed by polycondensation to form a crosslinked
network [119-121]. These reactions are usually described as
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However, even for a one-component system, this description is too simplified and omits
many factors that have profound effects on the reaction. For example, it does not explain
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why chemical additives have to be added in order to control the growth of sol-gel
network. The actual reaction mechanism of multicomponent systems is still not well
understood, particularly with respect to the properties of sol-gel materials and the reaction
conditions. Intensive research is underway to understand systematically the sol-gel
chemistry.
Hydrolysis and condensation of metal alkoxides usually need to be enhanced by
acid or base catalysis [122,123]. Acids serve to protonate negatively charged alkoxide
ligands and increase the reaction kinetics by producing good leaving groups, and
eliminating the requirement for proton transfer within the transition state. Basic catalysts
provide strong nucleophilic OH* groups for hydrolysis while deprotonated M-O groups
enhance condensation rates. Catalysis not only enhances hydrolysis and condensation
rates, but also influences the structure and shapes of polymeric species, which are critical
to the properties of the finished products. In general, acid-catalyzed polycondensation
leads to more extended, less highly branched polymers, while bas-catalyzed condensation
results in more compact, highly branched species [124].
Although mineral acids or ammonia are most generally used in sol-gel reactions,
other catalysts have been reported [125], such as organic acids, amines, KF, titanium
alkoxides, and vanadium alkoxides. Many transition metal alkoxides are too reactive
toward hydrolysis and condensation. In order to form transparent monoliths rather than
precipitates, they usually need to be stabilized by chemical modification. This can be
achieved by attaching the metal atom to nucleophilic groups such as carboxylic acids or
P-diketones [126]. These bidentate ligands serve as chelating or bridging groups, leading
to new precursor structures which exhibit reduced reactivity and functionality.
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During the stages of gel drying, the capillary pressure caused by the evaporation
of solvents from the micropores in the gel generates an overall drying stress and local
differential stresses due to non-uniform pore size distribution and evaporation rate. Thus
cracking occurs as a result of non-uniform shrinkage of the polymerized gel. Many
potential advantages of sol-gel processing methods are difficult to achieve due to
problems of controlling drying stress. Drying of gels has been studied extensively by
several researchers, including Cooper, Zarzycki, Scherer, and Simpkins et al. [127],
Monolithic gels can readily be obtained by drying at supercritical conditions, under which
no difference in the density of liquid and vapor phases exists and there is no capillary^
pressure [128,129].
A number of publications have shown that the addition of organic drying control
chemical additives (DCCAs) to the sol in critical concentrations can significantly
improve the ease of drying gel monoliths without cracking [130,131]. The effects of
electrolytes on the drying of the sol-gel derived Sn02 have also been investigated [132].
1.2.2. SOL-GEL PROCESSING OF INORGANIC-ORGANIC COMPOSITES
a. Sol-Gel Encapsulation
During the past several years it has been widely recognized that the sol-gel
process may be used to encapsulate organic and biological molecules in an inorganic
medium. Prior to using sol-gel glasses as matrices, the incorporation of organic
molecules in solids generally was restricted to the use of frozen solvents or organic
polymers. The sol-gel approach represents a new type of organic/inorganic composite
material. In comparison with organic materials, the oxide matrix is thermally, chemically,
and dimensionally more stable. These advantages have driven research of organic-doped
sol-gels in substantial breadth; from investigations of doped sol-gel glasses for
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spectroscopic chemistry, chemical sensing and biosensing studies, to the development of
lasers and non-iinear optical materials. A wide variety of guest molecules have been
incorporated into sol-gel glasses and retain their specific optical properties and biological
activities.
There are two recent trends in the field of sol-gel encapsulation; one direction has
been the development of new photonic materials. Many interesting results have been
obtained in the areas of tunable solid-state lasers [133,134], photochromic materials
[135,136], and nonlinear optical devices [137,138]. The second direction of research is
clearly the advances recently made in sensing technology, including chemical sensors
[139-142], environmental sensors [143-145], and biosensors [146,147]. Entrapment of
biomolecules has come under intense study recently. Wang et al. demonstrated the
affinity of antifluorescein antibodies encapsulated in a transparent sol-gel matrix [148].
Ellerby et al. reported a novel sol-gel method to immobilize copper-zinc superoxide
dismutase, cytochrome c, and myoglobin in porous silicate glasses [149].
Conventional sol-gel processes generally involve extremes of pH and large
quantities of alcohol as a co-solvent, both of which are usually detrimental to the activity
of biomolecules. To overcome these obstacles, a modified sol-gel synthetic procedure for
biomolecular encapsulation has been developed [147]. The refined procedure includes
the use of a buffer after the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of TMOS is completed and before
the protein is added to the reaction medium. Another improvisation was no addition of
alcohol at the start of the reaction. Although the monolithic biogel sensors are successful
in the laboratory, they are limited in practice because of diffusion-controlled reaction
rates. In this respect, advances will depend upon new sensor design and effective
detection methods.
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b. Covalent Attachment of Organic Groups to Sol-Gel Matrix
The synthesis of hybrid materials where inorganic-organic materials are
chemically bonded is a valuable alternative for developing composites with novel
properties. This class of materials is the so-called ORMOSILs (organically modified
silicates) or ORMOCERs (organically modified ceramics). The most significant feature
of such composites from sol-gel chemistry considerations is the precursor structure R^'M(OR)y which contains non-hydrolyzable M-C bonds so that the organic moieties will
not be removed during the hydrolysis and condensation. The R' groups can bring some
novel properties to the inorganic network, which include biocompatibility, flexibility,
hydrophobicity, nonlinear susceptibilities, and the refractive-index/Abbe-number
relationship. Methyl-substituted silicon alkoxides (R-CH3) are the simplest precursors
for the synthesis of hybrid organic-inorganic composites. A variety of other organic
groups have also been introduced into the hybrid network, however, much less work on
structural characterization of these materials has been reported to date.
Organic groups can serve not only as network modifiers but also as network
formers if polymerizable organic substituents are used. Schmidt and co-workers have
reported some useful applications of such hybrid materials [150-154]. For example,
siliceous materials have been developed for hard contact lenses, which consist of a
siliceous network which is crosslinked by chains of polymethacrylates. The network was
synthesized by the hydrolysis and condensation of an epoxysilane and titanium alkoxides.
Shea et al. have demonstrated the concept of using bis-(triethoxysilyl) functionalized
chromophores with known second order nonlinear susceptibilities to form thin films by
the sol-gel process [155].

Wilkes et al. have focused on the preparation and

characterization of many hybrid materials with a variety of oligomers, which are
generally end-functionalized with (3-isocyanatopropyl)-triethoxysilane [156,157].
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The sol-gel chemistry of organic-inorganic composites has been mainly developed
around organically modified alkoxysilanes. A different mode of linking the organic
moiety is usually necessary for aluminum, titanium, or zirconium alkoxides, because AlC, Ti-C, or Zr-C bonds can be cleaved by water. The organic groups can be introduced
via aluminum, titanium, zirconium alkoxides in which part of the alko.xy groups is
substituted by bidentate carboxylate or p-dicarbonylate ligands [121].
1.2.3. SOL-GEL FABRICATION OF OPTICAL FILMS
The characteristics of sol-gel processing offer excellent opportunities for
synthesizing films for optical applications [120]. In comparison with conventional thin
film forming methods such as CVD, evaporation, or sputtering, the sol-gel process
requires considerably less equipment and is potentially less expensive. In addition, the
ease of changing composition and intermediate state makes available a wide range for
control of the properties and microstructure of the deposited film, i.e., the refractive
index, pore size, and surface area. It has been shown that the sol-gel film microstructure
depends on the size and extent of branching of the solution species prior to film
deposition. Control of these factors enable the film porosity to be readily tailored. For
example, the pore volume may be varied from 0 to 65%; the pore size from <0.4 nm to
>5.0 nm; and the surface area from <I to >250 m^/g [121].
Although many liquid coating methods are available, only three have the
capability of laying down thin layers of uniform thickness. These are spin, dip, and
meniscus coating. The first two methods have been widely used in the sol-gel process.
The last one is a relatively new method, which has shown particular promise for large
square or rectangular substrates.
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a. Dip Coating
The first commercially successful sol-gel coating process was dip coating, which
has been used to produce solar reflective windows up to 4x5

in size at Schott Glass

Technologies, Inc. since 1959. The sol-gel dip-coating process consists of five stages:
immersion, start-up, deposition, drainage, and evaporation. A combination of as many as
six forces in the film deposition region governs the film thickness [158-160]. When the
liquid viscosity (rj) and substrate speed (U) are high enough to lower the curvature of the
meniscus, the deposited film thickness (h) is the thickness that balances the viscous drag
(<x rjU/h ) and gravity force (pgh):
h= O.S(r]Ulpgf'
When the liquid viscosity and substrate speed are not high enough, this balance is
modulated by the ratio of viscous drag to liquid-vapor surface tension (Ylv) according to
the following relationship:
h = 0.94iriUf'/Ylv(P8y"'
b. Spin Coating
Spin coating was originally developed in the microelectronics industry where it
has proved to be a rapid and efficient method of coating silicon wafers with photoresists.
Spin coating can be divided into three steps. The substrate surface is firstly fiooded with
excess sol, then the substrate is accelerated up to speed and the liquid film moves radially
outwards from the center driven by centrifugal force. In the third stage, the liquid film
solidifies by solvent evaporation and gelation. Modeling of the spin coating process is
difficult due to the many variables involved. The two dominating factors are the
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centrifugal force and the resisting viscous force. Extensive modeling work has been
reported by Washo and Britten etal. [161,162].
c. Meniscus Coating
Meniscus coating has been used to fabricate multilayer dielectric mirrors for high
power laser applications at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This process is
similar in principle to dip coating. The liquid coating medium is pumped into a porous
tube, flowing out to the surface through the pwres and forming a continuous liquid film on
the outside. A substrate is placed in contact with the liquid film so that a narrow
meniscus is formed between it and the tube. A liquid film is transferred to the substrate
as it moves horizontally relative to the tube. A mathematical model of the fluid dynamics
of meniscus coating process has been described by Britten [163].
1.2.4. APPLICATIONS OF SOL-GEL OPTICS
a. Sol-Gel Optical Sensors
Sol-gel derived glasses have emerged as a new class of optical materials. Several
features of this process make it possible to synthesize unique materials for optically-based
chemical sensing applications: (i) Sol-gel derived materials can be both optically
transparent (into the ultraviolet spectrum) and highly porous, (ii) Organic indicator
groups can be incorporated (via physical entrapment and/or covalent bonding) into the
material prior to gelation, yet remain sterically accessible to analytes that diffuse into the
glziss. (iii) The high-surface area of the material provides a means to concentrate an
analyte by adsorption from a dilute sample, (iv) The chemical and physical properties of
sol-gel glasses can be systematically adjusted by varying the precursor composition and
processing parameters.
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Avnir and co-workers [164] were the first to demonstrate that an organic reagent
can be entrapped in a undensified sol-gel glass merely by adding it to the sol before
gelation. Although firmly retained, the reagent is sterically accessible to molecules and
ions small enough to diffuse into the pore structure. The potential use of these materials
as indicator phases in optical sensing devices has generated considerable research
activity. To this end, sol-gel materials containing colorimetric reagents, metal ions and
complexes, dyes, enzymes, antibodies, and other proteins have been prepared and
characterized [149,165-177]. Lev and co-workers have developed a series of disposable
sensors for the determination of trace water pollutants, which are based on porous sol-gel
glasses doped with organic photometric reagents [141,143]. Fiber optical pH sensors
based on sol-gel coatings have been reported by several groups [140]. Optical sensors for
gaseous analytes based on porous sol-gel glass materials have been described
[141,170,178,179]. Sol-gel coating has also been used in fiber optical oxygen sensor
development. Eguchi et al. have investigated the optical detection of nitrogen monoxide
using cobalt a,p,Y,6-tetrakis (5-sulfothienyl) porphine doped in silica films by the sol-gel
process [144]. A wide variety of biosensors have also been reported recently [146-149].
b. Sol-Gel Lasers
There has long been an interest in fabricating solid state lasers containing organic
dyes, however, attempts to make stable laser materials by incorporating organic dyes in
polymeric hosts have met with limited success. In general, polymers lack the necessary
thermal and mechanical properties, photostability, or refractive index uniformity to
become successful laser hosts.
Dunn et al. have reported a variety of sol-gel glasses doped with laser dyes [180].
Different laser dyes, such as rhodamine, coumarin, and perylene, have lased in a variety
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of sol-gel matrices including silica, alumina, aluminosilicate, and organically modified
silicates [133,134]. Homogeneous distribution of the dyes in the sol-gel network has
been obtained because both the alkoxide precursors and the common laser dye families
(coumarins, xanthenes, oxazines) are soluble in the same solvents.
c. Nonlinear Optics
Sol-gel derived optically transparent glasses provide a new generation of
molecular composites extremely useful in the design of nonlinear optical (NLO) devices
[137,138]. One of the features of the sol-gel materials doped with NLO molecules is that
poling can be done at room temperature before the glass matrix is fully densified.
Conjugated polymers have emerged as an important class of third-order nonlinear optical
materials. Sol-gel processed inorganic oxide/conjugated polymer composites are very
promising in the development of third order nonlinear optical materials.
d. Gradient Index Optics
Gradient index (GRIN) materials are characterized by a refractive index
distribution which varies spatially in a controlled manner.

In comparison with

homogeneous optical glasses, GRIN elements can simplify the design and manufacture of
many optical systems, thereby reducing system size and cost. The fabrication of sol-gel
GRIN optics involves the following steps: (i) formation of a silica based gel from liquid
precursors; (ii) establishing a composition gradient within the gel at room temperature;
and (iii) densification of the gel to a clear glass in a sintering process. Two different
methods have been used in recent years for forming the gradient refractive index profile:
(a) partial leaching of index-modifying cations from a wet gel [181-183]; and (b)
interdiffusion of index-modifying cations in a wet gel using a metal salt solution as the
source of cations [184-186].
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e. Electro-Optical Materials
At present, a major obstacle in the development of electro-optical devices is the
lack of suitable materials which have the required electro-optical properties and can be
readily made into thin films and monoliths. The sol-gel process is promising for the
preparation of thin glass films doped with liquid crystals (LCs). In general, the sol-gel
process can avoid undesirable dye aggregation which is usually observed in aqueous
solutions [187]. Levy etal. have demonstrated the feasibility of trapping LC molecules
in a gel film by using a polymerizing organoalkoxysilane, e.g., CH3CH2Si(C)CH2CH3)3
[188]. Several monomers and mixtures at different reaction conditions have been
investigated to vary the pore size and microstructure of silica gel network. Gel-glass
dispersed LCs have been prepared using different LCs [187-189].
f. Photochromic Materials
Photochromism is defined as a reversible light-induced color change of a material.
Photochromic materials have been used for many information recording and optical
switching applications. Most of the currently used photochromic glasses are based on a
very limited selection of inorganic dopants. The sol-gel synthesis of glasses offers the
possibility to use thousands of organic photochromic molecules as dopants, as well as the
ability to tailor desired properties such as the nature of color change, the activating
wavelength, the rates of response to light and subsequent fading. Levy and co-workers
have demonstrated the photochromic phenomenon of spiropyran molecules entrapped in
the sol-gel matrix [135].

Dunn et al. have investigated the incorporation of 2,3-

diphenylindenone oxide in a variety of sol-gel glasses as photochromic materials [136].
This photochromic molecule remains in its colorless form until exposure to UV
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irradiation. Upon exposure to UV light, the molecule isomerizes to form 13-diphenyl-2benzopyrilium-4-oxide which is red.

13. LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILMS
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films, defined here in their broadest sense as
monomolecular assemblies on substrates, have been studied for over half a centur\'.
Following the pioneering work of Irving Langmuir and Katharine Blodgett in the late
1930s [190], interest in Langmuir-Blodgett films subsided with the outbreak of the
Second World War, and remained low until the mid-1960s when Hans Kuhn published
his stimulating work on fluorescence and quenching of dye molecules by using the
Langmuir-Blodgett technique [191]. This work initiated a resurgence of the activity in
the field. Many academic and industrial laboratories are currently active in the field for
many possible applications of LB films in electronics, optics, molecular devices, and
biotechnology [192].
A schematic diagram illustrating the LB film deposition is shown in Figure 1.5.
The first step is the formation of a mono-molecular layer on a water surface. The second
stage is the deposition of the floating monolayer onto a solid substrate. In this example
the substrate is hydrophilic and the first monolayer is transferred as the substrate is raised
through the compressed monolayer. Subsequently a monolayer is deposited on each
traversal of the surface. The LB technique requires surface active materials or surfactants
trapped at the interface between two dissimilar phases, either liquid-liquid or liquid-gas.
For the molecules to be trapped at the interface, the amphiphatic balance must be correct
for the two phases concerned. In practice, the amphiphatic criteria are not so exacting.
Traditionally, long hydrocarbon chains have been considered necessary, however, many
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a.

c.

Figure l.S. Deposition of multilayers by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique: (a)
compression of the floating monolayer, (b) withdrawal, and (c) immersion.
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researchers have produced excellent multilayer films using the LB technique with
molecules that have only a butyl chain attached to a polyaromatic system. This section
will be concerned with materials related to polycyclic and macrocyclic aromatic systems.
1.3.1. DERIVATIVES OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
The aromatic rings are hydrophobic, thus the attachment of hydrophilic groups is
generally required for the molecules to spread on the water surface. Much of the work on
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons has been focused to the derivatives of anthracene. The
original investigation was carried out by Stewart and co-workers, who obtained stable
films from anthracene derivatives with hydrophilic groups and long alkyl chains attached
to the rings [193]. The more recent work has extended the range of film-forming
materials to shorter chains and a wide range of hydrophilic groups. The effect of chain
length on monolayer formation has been studied with a series of anthracenepropanoic
acids at a pH 6 subphase [194,195].
LB deposition studies have also been carried out on a number of derivatives of
polycyclic hydrocarbons with more than three rings. In general, as the number of fused
rings is increased, the length of alkyl chain necessary to stabilize the monolayer is
decreased. Another interesting class of compounds to form LB films is the heterocyclic
derivatives, in which one or more of the carbon atoms in a ring is replaced with other
atoms. Replacement of one of the carbon atoms in a ring by a nitrogen atom renders the
molecule much more hydrophilic, and if the nitrogen is quatemized by addition of
another group it becomes charged and can act as a very effective polar headgroup. For
example, N-dicosylpyridinium TCNQ salt has been successfully used to prepare LB films
by Ruaudel-Teixier era/. [196].
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The cyanine dyes which typically contain two nitrogen-containing rings separated
by a chain of carbon-carbon bonds have also been widely studied by many groups [197199]. It has been found that even quite soluble dyes such as methylene blue will form
multilayer aggregates on the water surface. Stable monolayers have been formed from a
long chain derivative of methylene blue dye, and multilayers have been built up on glass.
1.3.2. PORPHYRINS AND PHTHALOCYANINES
Over the years, it has been shown that macrocyclic compounds can be
successfully manipulated into LB monolayer and multilayer films. These molecules
exhibit unique electron transfer properties that have led to their investigations for
chemical sensing and molecular device applications. Porphyrins, as shown in Figure 1.6,
are a class of macrocyclic compounds which are involved in the fundamental processes of
life. The derivatives of porphyrin differ in having a wide number of possible groups
attached to the periphery of the ring system; the central hydrogen atoms are most often
replaced by a metal ion. The LB properties of porphyrins have received much attention
due to their active role in the conversion of sunlight into chemical energy by the
photosynthetic membranes of green plants. The simplest porphyrins for LB films are the
tetraphenylporphyrin derivatives; these do not occur in nature but are relatively easily
synthesized [200]. A variety of naturally occurring porphyrins have also been studied by
many groups [201-203].
The phthalocyanines (Pes), as shown in Figure 1.7, are a related group of planar,
synthetic aromatic macrocycles which are best known for their intense colors and
chemical stability. Baker et al. were the first to report the successful preparation of LB
films of metal-free phthalocyanines [204]. The surface pressure-area (JI-A) isotherm for
the unsubstituted phthalocyanine indicated an area per molecule of ~100 A^, which is an

Figure 1.6. Molecular structure of porphyrin

HN

Figure 1.7. Molecular structure of phthalocyanine
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intermediate value between the area of the edge ( ~40 A^) and that of face (-160 A^) of
the Pc molecule. Tetra-terf-butylphthalocyanine (TBP) is one of the most widely studied
Pc derivatives. Kovacs et al. reported that monolayers of TBP are ultrathin (-IVA) and
thermally stable up to 150 °C [205].
Hann et al. studied monolayers of copper and zinc TBP [206]. Aroca et al.
studied SERS of LB films of TBP [207]. Hua et al. have reported the monolayers of
silicon TBP, whose area per molecule (62 A^) indicated that the molecular plane was
vertical to the surface [208]. Octaalkoxy- or octaalkyl-phthalocyanines represent another
family of LB materials.

Cook et al. have investigated octaalkoxy-phthalocyanine

derivatives [209]. In their work, the metallophthalocyanines yielded monolayers with
greater stability, and values for area per molecule were significantly larger than those of
the metal-free Pes. It should be emphasized that, apart from the stability and adhesion
properties of the phthalocyanines, another particular interest lies in their electrical
conduction and especially the modulation of this property in the presence of reactive
species.
L3.3. LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILMS AS CHEMICAL TRANSDUCERS
One of the important topics in Langmuir-Blodgett films is sensing device
fabrication. Langmuir published many papers on built-up layers of proteins for this
purpose and filed a patent entided "Method of substance detection" [210]. He described
that selective absorbency may be obtained by employing as a surface monolayer a
material which is specifically reactive with respect the suspected substance. There are
many reviews emphasizing developments in LB film-based chemical sensors and
biosensors. To a large extent the emphasis has been on incorporating a monomolecular
layer into many different systems as transducers.
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Most gas and vapor sensors reported to date have relied on measurement of the dc
conductivity across tlie surface of a LB film. Additional charge carrier are introduced as
a result of the interaction between the organic compound and the reaction gas. Two of
the most popular systems are the phthalocyanines and porphyrins, and both have been
examined in LB film form. The first chemiresistor gas sensor incorporating an LB film
of phthalocyanine is described by Baker and co-workers [211]. Similar research has been
reported by Wohltjen et al., who studied the effects of ammonia and NO2 on copper
tetracumylphenoxy phthalocyanine [212].

1.4. SUMMARY AND RESEARCH GOALS
As mentioned earlier, the realization that the unique recognition and catalytic
capabilities of chemical and biological systems could be coupled with electrical or optical
transducers has initiated a new branch of analytical science: chemical sensors. Chemical
sensors may be classified into four types according to the nature of signal transduction
[213], namely thermal sensors, mass sensors, electrochemical sensors, and optical
sensors. Thermal sensors represent the smallest group among chemical sensors.
Electrochemical sensors represent the largest group of sensors. Optical sensing is the
most rapidly growing area within last five years. A worldwide tremendous activity in
optical sensing is obvious, particularly in case of fiber optic sensors. Planar integrated
optical waveguide sensing is an emerging and rapidly increasing sector, which is a new
field in surface and materials chemistry that involves extensive device fabrication work.
A recent study of the US National Research Council states: "photonics materials are now
where electronic materials were in the early 1950s - at the very beginning of a steep
growth curve" [214]. We envisioned that the sol-gel process has a large potential for next
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generation optical materials and sensing device development. The research presented in
this dissertation is directed towards two general areas of interest sol-gel chemistry and
low chemical sensing.
The goals of this research are: (i) to develop new processes and materials for the
fabrication of ultra-low loss planar waveguides; (ii) to develop a new platform for
integrated optical chemical sensing; (iii) to develop new transducing materials for optical
chemical sensors; and (iv) to characterize the transducing films at the molecular level.
The significance of this research is obvious in analytical chemistry. The demand
for chemical sensors that are reliable, selective, sensitive, rapid, inexpensive, portable,
and small is urgent. Such sensors have a remarkable variety of potential applications,
including geological exploration, toxic chemical detection, pollution monitoring, and
process control. lOW sensing is likely to have a profound impact on the way analytical
procedures are performed in the future, with a move away from the specialized and
sophisticated laboratory towards real-time analysis in the field, plant, home, or the
doctor's office.
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CHAPTER!
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF LOW LOSS, SOL-GEL
PLANAR WAVEGUIDES

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Planar integrated optical waveguide ATR spectrometry provides a very sensitive
technology for surface-selective spectroscopy and chemical sensing. However, a major
factor that has limited wider application of planar lOW techniques to sensing is the need
for inorganic glass waveguides that exhibit low propagation losses and minimal
spectroscopic signature, and are durable enough to be cleaned and reused. Unlike fiber
optics, such waveguides are not commercially available and must be custom fabricated.
As described previously, ion diffusion is probably the most widely used glass lOW
fabrication technique. Propagation losses <0.2 dB/cm have been reported, although 1
dB/cm is more typical [215,216]. However, the index shift achievable with this
technique is s 0.1 refractive index units, and the reflection density (and hence evanescent
pathlength) of an ion diffused lOW is inherently less than a comparable step-index lOW,
which limits sensitivity [65]. A variety of vacuum deposition techniques, such as
sputtering and chemical vapor deposition, have been used to fabricate lOWs with losses
^0.5 dB/cm from several materials.

However, since these techniques require

sophisticated equipment, are expensive, and have limited throughput, these waveguides
are usually produced only in small quantities for research purposes.
A promising alternative is the sol-gel method. In addition to technical simplicity
and low cost, the sol-gel method features a large variety of precursor materials and
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processing conditions that enable the properties of the product to be tailored to an
intended application. A recent area of interest is sol-gel derived, organic-inorganic
composite materials, which are prepared using an organically modified alkoxide and
cured at temperatures low enough to ensure that a significant fraction of the organic
component is retained. Novel hybrid materials that combine the physical and chemical
properties of the inorganic and organic components have been synthesized using this
approach [217,218], and these materials show potential for development of novel
chemical sensing technologies.
Despite the large number of sol-gel glass compositions described in the literature,
only a few have been examined for suitability as planar waveguiding materials. Most of
the work to date has involved the binary Si02-Ti02 system, which allows the refractive
index to be adjusted between about 1.45 and 2.2, the respective values for the pure
components [121]. Typical propagation losses for Si02-Ti02 planar lOWs are 1-3 dB/cm
at 633 nm [120]; at shorter wavelengths, the losses are usually higher.
In addition to the nature of the alkoxide precursor(s), the physical properties of a
sol-gel film are dependent on the type of catalyst and solvent, the processing conditions,
and the cleanliness of the production environment [121]. By adjusting one or more of
these parameters, we reasoned that it should be possible to fabricate higher quality sol-gel
lOWs than previously reported. This reasoning was verified by the development of a
simple and inexpensive technique, described herein, to consistently fabricate planar solgel lOWs that exhibit propagation losses <0.1 dB/cm. Novel aspects were the use of a
methyl alkoxide precursor and a silicon chloride catalyst. Planar lOWs prepared with
SiCU exhibited significantly lower propagation losses than films prepared with an HCI
catalyst. A comparison of the surface morphology showed that the SiCU-catalyzed
waveguides were significantly more homogeneous on a submicron scale. Additional
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physical and chemical characterization of these lOW structures is presented, and a
mechanism to explain the microhomogeneity observed with SiCU catalysis is discussed.
Applications to optical chemical sensing will be described in subsequent chapters.

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.2.1. Waveguide Fabrication
Planar waveguides were fabricated by dip coating at room temperature followed
by annealing at elevated temperature (Figure 2.1). All manipulations were pjerformed in a
class 100 cleanroom without control of relative humidity. Although numerous sol
compositions and film preparation conditions were investigated, only those experimental
procedures that produced high quality lOWs (s 1 dB/cm) are described here.
Soda lime glass microscope slides (Clay Adams, n = 1.51) were used as
waveguide substrates. Slides were precleaned by gentle scrubbing in an aqueous solution
of Micro detergent (International Products), then sonicated in Micro/deionized water for 4
min, rinsed, sonicated in absolute ethanol for 4 min, and drained. The slides were dried
at 200 °C for 60 min, cooled to room temperature, and stored in sealed jars until use.
All reagents were purchased from Aldrich. Coating solutions were prepared by
mixing 30 ml of methyltriethoxysilane (MTES), 15 ml of titanium(IV) tetrabuto.xide
(Ti(0Bu)4), and 2-3 ml of a catalyst, either silicon(IV) chloride or concentrated HCl, in
50-70 ml of absolute ethanol. The molar Ti(OBu)4:MTES ratio was 0.29. The resulting
solution was homogeneous, transparent and light yellow in color. Solutions were aged
for 10-24 hours in a sealed container prior to dip coating.

methyltriethoxysilane

titanium
tetrabutoxide

ethanol

HCI or SiCU catalyst

one-phase solution

dip coat onto glass substrate

gel film

densificatlon (SOO'C)

waveguide film
(thickness=0.5n, refractive index=1.6)

Figure 2.1. Procedure for sol-gel planar waveguide fabrication
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Sol-gel planar lOWs were formed by dipping glass slides into the solution and
withdrawing tliem along tlieir long axis at a constant rate of 6 cni/niin. The films were
then annealed in a tube furnace at 500 °C in air for 15 min. Upon withdrawing, the films
were cooled at approximately 20 °C/min to room temperature. This procedure produced
transparent films O.I to 0.5 fim thick, depending on the alkoxide concentration, the
solution viscosity, and the rate of substrate withdrawal.

Thicker films were made by

dipping and withdrawing the substrate multiple times before aimealing.
Films annealed at temperatures other than 500 °C were also produced. For
characterization by infrared spectroscopy, sol-gel films were dip coated on single crystal
Si wafers (0.43 mm thick, <111> orientation with p-type resistivity of 5-15 ohm/cm,
polished on one side). The wafers were cleaned by soaking in 5:1:1 (v/v) H20:29%
NH40H:31% H2O2 for 10 min, rinsing in deionized water, soaking in 5:1: I (v/v)
H20:37% HC1;31% H2O2 for 10 min, rinsing in deionized water, and finally dried at
100°C.

Films were coated at a withdrawal rate of 6 cm/min and were either dried at

room temperature in a dessicator for 15 min, or were annealed in air for 15 min at
temperatures ranging from 150-650 °C. The heat treatment did not cause a thermal oxide
layer to form on the wafer surface. Approximately half of the area of each wafer was
coated, which left the remainder available for collecting a reference spectrum. For
characterization by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), films were coated on glass
slides as described above and dried or annealed in the same manner as the Si wafersupported films.
2.2.2. Waveguide Characterization
Waveguide thickness and refractive index were determined by measuring mode
propagation angles using the prism coupling technique [181]. Two truncated 45°-45°-90°
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SF6 prisms (Karl Lambrecht, n = 1.8207) were clamped to the waveguide's upper surface.
The waveguide was mounted on a high resolution rotar>' stage (New England Affiliated
Technologies) and positioned so that the right angle comer of the incoupling prism was at
the center of rotation. Guided modes were excited with the polarized 514.5 nm line of an
Ar+ laser (Ion Laser Technology 5500) focused onto the incoupling prism with a 0.5 m
FL lens. Input polarization was selected with a halfwave fresnel rhomb. A power meter
was mounted on the rotary stage about 2 cm from the outcoupling prism to detect
outcoupled mode intensity. Rotating the stage with respect to the stationary laser beam
allowed prism incoupling angles at which guided modes were launched in a waveguide to
be measured. From the average of three measurements of the incoupling angles for the
lowest order transverse electric (TEQ) and transverse magnetic (TMQ) modes, the
waveguide thickness and refractive index were determined by iteratively solving the
eigenvalue equation for mode propagation in a step-index film [100].
Waveguide propagation losses were measured by digital photography using a
charge-coupled device (CCD) array [219]. The CCD system consists of a Tektronix
TK512CB/AR chip mounted in a cryogenic dewar (Photometries) controlled by a
Macintosh Quadra 700 through an interface card (Photometries) with IPLab software
(Signal Analytics). A 50 mm camera lens was used to focus an image of the guided
mode "streak" in the waveguide onto the CCD array, which was oriented normal to the
waveguide plane. Images of 514.5 nm light propagating in the TEQ mode were recorded
with the camera cooled to -100 °C. Prior to each measurement, the incident laser
intensity was adjusted to produce a maximum of ca. 5000 counts per pixel in the image.
Attenuation curves were generated by plotting the logarithm of the vertically averaged
pixel intensity in the image of the streak, corrected for background, against propagation
distance. The data density was about 110 pixels/cm. Attenuation curves were fit by least
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squares regression to I(x) = -(a/10)x + C, where I(x) is log(average pixel intensity) as a
function of x, the distance in cm, a is the loss coefficient in dB/cm, and C is a constant.
Loss coefficients were measured over propagation distances of 2.5-3 cm. Up to three
measurements were made at different physical locations in each waveguide by vertically
translating the waveguide/prism assembly with respect to the stationary laser beam. For
some lOWs prepared with an HCl catalyst, loss coefficients were determined from
images of luminescence excited in the waveguide at 514.5 nm and recorded through a
568 nm bandpass filter mounted in front of the CCD.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) transmission spectra of sol-gel films were
measured using a Nicolet 510P FT-IR spectrophotometer. Spectra consisting of 50
coadded scans were acquired from 400 to 4000 cm-i at a resolution of 4 cm-^. Spectra
were acquired from both the coated (3-5 layers) and uncoated portions of each wafer to
enable the Si absorption background to be subtracted. Technical emission spectra of solgel films were acquired with the waveguide mounted on the stage of an Nikon Diaphot
inverted microscope. A guided mode was excited with prism-coupled 514.5 nm light and
emission was collected normal to the waveguide through a 4X objective. The emission
was reflected to a side camera port, refocused on the entrance slit of a scanning
monochromator (Acton Research), and detected with a cooled photomultiplier tube
(Thorn EMI) operated in the photon counting mode.
XPS analyses of sol-gel film surfaces was performed on a VG ESCALAB MKII
using an A1 anode in the constant analyzer pass energy mode (E = 50 or 100 eV) The
vacuum in the analytical chamber during measurements was less than 10*^ torr. Due to
the insulating property of waveguide surfaces, charging effects are to be expected, which
were corrected using the binding energy (284.6 eV) of the C(ls) line, or by using binding
energy differences between the major XPS peaks. Surface wettability of film surfaces
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was characterized by measuring static water contact angles with a Rame-Hart NRL
contact angle goniometer. Model 100-00115.

The standard deviation of three

measurements on a single drop was less than 0.5° in all cases. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was performed on an International Scientific Instruments Model DS
130 at 20 kV and a 30° tilt angle. Sol-gel films were coated with 30 A of gold using a
modified Technics Hummer I apparatus. Ag paint (Tedpella) was applied to increase
conductivity between the surface of the sol-gel film and the substrate. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) of sol-gel film surfaces was performed on a Wyko Model 30 scanning
probe microscope system operating in the repulsive atomic force mode. The same silicon
nitride (Si3N4) pyramidal tip on a cantilever with a 0.37 N/m force constant was used to
scan each sample. The tip force itself was not measured. A long range linearized closed
loop scanner was used to scan a region of approximately 4 jaw?- at a rate of about 1.1
lines/s (3.6 pim/s).

2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both HCl and SiC^-catalyzed sol-gel films annealed at temperatures less than
400 °C were found to waveguide light poorly or not at all. In contrast, annealing at
temperatures above 400 °C produced films that supported at least one guided mode.
Rims employed as light guides were armealed at 5(X) °C and are referred to below as
lOWs or waveguides.
2.3.1. Spectral Characterization of Sol-Gel Films
Transmission FT-IR spectroscopy was used to characterize changes in SiCUcatalyzed films as a function of annealing temperature. The spectrum of a film dried at
room temperature is shown in Figure 2.2a. The high frequency portion of the spectrum
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Figure 2.2a. FT-IR spectrum of a sol-gel film (5 layers coated on Si wafer) dried at
room temperature. The spectrum was corrected for Si absorption by subtracting the
spectrum of the uncoated portion of the wafer.
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Figure 2.2b. FT-IR spectrum of a sol-gel film (5 layers coated on Si wafer) annealed at
500 °C for 15 min. The spectrum was corrected for Si absorption by subtracting the
spectrum of the uncoated portion of the wafer.
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was dominated by a broad O-H stretching band centered at s:3300 cm-i and a C-H
stretching band at 5=2970 cm'^. The widtli and low frequency of the OH band indicate
significant hydrogen bonding. These observations are consistent with the expectation
that without heating, the film should be weakly cross-linked and have a high content of
unreacted alkoxy and hydroxy groups, water, and residual solvent The spectrum of the
same film annealed at 500 °C for 15 min is displayed in Figure 2.2b. The intensity of
both the OH and CH stretching bands were considerably reduced, and the band positions
and intensities in the 600-1800 cm-i region of the spectrum were altered. The major
reduction in the OH band occurred after heating to only 150 °C (spectrum not shown),
which is consistent with the evaporation of water and alcohols. The decrease in CH
stretch intensity and the changes in the 600-1500 cm-^ region occurred primarily at
greater than 150 °C, which indicates that the composition and/or structure of the film was
altered above this temperature.
The low frequency spectral changes are illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.3.
These spectra were acquired on a three-layer film that was annealed at successively
higher temperatures. The sharp peak at =1275 cm-^ is assigned to a symmetric
deformation of the Si-CHa group [220]. The intensity of this band was constant up to 400
°C. Between 400 °C and 500 °C, the intensity decreased by one half; at 550 °C, it was
almost completely attenuated. Thus the Si-C bond is thermally stable up to 400 °C and
completely oxidized at 650 °C. This also means that a large fraction of the initial carbon
content was still present at the temperature (500 °C) that sol-gel lOWs were annealed.
The broad, unresolved bands in the 1000-1200 cm-^ region arise from asymmetric
stretching vibrations of Si-O-Si bridging sequences [221]. During the armealing process,
these bands were shifted to higher frequencies, inverted in relative intensity, and
broadened to the high frequency side, changes which are attributed to densification of the
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FT-IR spectra of a sol-gel film (3 layers coated on Si wafer) dried at room

temperature (s:25 °C) for 15 min, followed by annealing for 15 min at successively higher
temperatures (ranging from 150 °C to 650 °C). Spectra were corrected for Si absorption by
subtracting the spectrum of the uncoated portion of the wafer. For clearer presentation,
spectra are offset from one another by 0.3 au.
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gel. The band at 5:905 cm-i in the unanneaied spectrum is attributed to a Si-O-Ti
vibrational mode [222]. As the annealing temperature was increased, this band shifted to
higher frequencies (a:940 cm*^ at 650 °C) and broadened. However, the band intensity
did not decrease at elevated temperature, which is emphasized because the onset of Ti02
crystallization should be accompanied by a reduction in Ti-O-Si linkages [223,224]. The
origin of the shift/broadening may be thermal oxidation of Si-CHs to Si-OH, which
absorbs in the 930-960 cm-^ region [221,222]. The majority of the shift/broadening
occurred between 400 "C and 500 °C, the same range in which the Si-CHs band at 1275
cm-i was sharply attenuated due to conversion to Si-OH. The broad O-H stretching band
centered at s:3500 cm-^ in Figure 2.2b confirms that Si-OH was still present in the film at
500 °C. The lowest frequency band in Figure 23, at *785 cm-^ was attenuated sharply
at temperatures above 400 °C and shifted to s:800 cm-^ at 650 °C. This band is likely
associated with a Si-CHs vibrational mode since the attenuation appears to be correlated
with that of the 1275 cm-i band . However, the 1275 cm-i band has completely
disappeared at 650 °C while a weak absorbance is still present at =800 cm*^. Moreover,
the shape of the «800 cm-^ band suggests that it actually consists of two or more
overlapping bands. Modes assigned to both Si-CHa and Si-O-Si occur in the 750 - 800
cm-i range [220,225], and only the former would be attenuated by heating to 650 °C,
which is consistent with the observed behavior. Consequently, we have tentatively
assigned the 785 - 800 cm*^ band to overlapping Si-CHs and Si-O-Si modes.
XPS analyses of SiCU-catalyzed films were also carried out at different points
during the formation of the glass matrix during annealing. The XPS spectra of the sol-gel
films are displayed in Figure 2.4. The peaks at 540 eV and 292 eV are attributed to 0( Is)
and C(ls), respectively. Ti peaks were observed at 472 eV forTi(2pi/2) and 467 eV for
Ti(2p3/2). Si (2p) and Si(2s) peaks occurred at 110 eV and 162 eV, respectively. Table
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Figure 2.4. XPS spectra of a sol-gel film dried at room temperature (a:25 °C), followed
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TABLE 2.1. Binding Energy Differences (eV) of Major Elements in SiCUCatalyzed SoNGel Waveguides

Annealing
Temperature

0(ls) - C(ls)

0(ls) - Si(2p)»

0(ls)-Ti(2p3/2)»>

room temperature

248.10

430.10

72.80

300 °C

247.80

430.00

72.80

500 °C

248.00

429.80

72.90

^ C)(ls)-Si(2p) for a pure Si02 matrix is 429.6 eV (ref. 227).
C)(ls)-Ti(2p3/2) forapureTi02 matrix is 71.5 eV (ref. 226).

TABLE 2.2.

Relative Atomic Compositions Calculated from XPS Analyses
of SiCl4-Catalyzed Sol-Gel Waveguides

Annealing Temperature

C/Si

Ti/Si

room temperature

1.00

0.13

300 °C

0.91

0.14

500 °C

0.58

0.18
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2.1 lists the binding energy differences for the pertinent oxygen, carbon, silicon and
Lilanium core pholoemission lines. It can be seen that there was little in the way of
binding energy changes for these lines as the film was taken from the gel stage (dried at
room temperature) to the final annealed form. There were some decreases in FWHM of
the 0(ls), Si(2p), and Ti(2p) lines during annealing, but not sufficient to conclude that
multiple species were present in the unaimealed films. The binding energy differences
are close to those expected of fully bridge-bonded Si and Ti species in a glass matrix, and
are about 1 eV larger than the binding energy differences seen for pure Si02 and Ti02
single crystal materials [226,227]. Since there is clear retention of carbon as CH3 in these
waveguides, these XPS results suggest that the core line photoemission from Si(2p) and
0( Is) levels are not sufficiently sensitive to the presence of nonbridging Si-CHs groups
to discriminate their presence. The fact that there was no substantial shift in the binding
energy of the C(ls) line as a result of annealing confirms that carbon was retained in the
waveguide as Si-CHa. The relative atomic ratios for carbon, silicon and titanium listed in
Table 2.2 were corrected for escape depth, cross section, and analyzer transmission
function. [226,227]. These ratios show that the near surface C/Si ratio was unity, as
expected, before annealing, and decreased by ca. 42% upon annealing at 500 °C,
consistent with the composition suggested from the FT-IR spectra (Fig. 2.3). The Ti/Si
near surface ratio increased slightly from 0.13 at the gel stage to 0.18 after annealing at
500 °C, but was still well below that of the bulk sol composition (0.29). The reasons for
depletion of Ti from the near surface region at the gel stage are not understood at present.
The progressive enrichment upon annealing was likely caused by preferential evaporation
of MTES, which hydrolyzes at a lower rate than Ti(OBu)4 (see below).
An emission spectrum of a SiCU-catalyzed planar lOW excited at 514.5 nm is
shown in Figure 2.5. The most striking aspect of this spectrum is the lack of broadband
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Figure 2.5. Emission spectrum of a SiCU-catalyzed lOW excited by a guided mode
514.5 nm and recorded using a fluorescence microscope as described in the text.
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luminescence. The only prominent feature is the Raman band at 545 nm (1088 cm-^),
which has been assigned to a vibrational mode of SiO^ units linked to titanium atoms
[223,224]. It is evident from the relative intensity of this band that the level of intrinsic
luminescence from this lOW was very low. The spectrum in Figure 2.5 was typical of
lOWs prepared with a sol containing *2% SiCU (v/v), but lOWs prepared with a higher
SiCU content or with an HCI catalyst were found to be moderately to highly luminescent.
A low-luminescence planar lOW is of potential use in applying Raman spectroscopy to
the characterization of thin film samples at dielectric interfaces. lOW-excited Raman has
been successfully employed to probe weakly scattering films coated on lOW surfaces,
such as cadmium arachidate multilayers and protein monolayers [85-88]. However,
wider use beyond the few studies reported to date has been limited by the experimental
difficulty of fabricating lOWs that exhibit minimal background emission [219].
23.2. low Thickness, Refractive Index, and Attenuation
The variation in waveguide thickness with the number of sol-gel coatings applied
to a glass slide was examined. Coats of SiCU-catalyzed sol were applied by successive
dipping without intermediate annealing. Thicknesses and refractive indices were
determined by measuring TEo and TMQ incoupling angles for single mode lOWs, and
TEo and TEi incoupling angles for multimode lOWs, assuming a step profile for the
refractive index. The results are plotted in Figure 2.6. The waveguide thickness was a
linear function of the number of coatings, ranging from 0.33 fim for one coating to 1.30

pim for four coatings (n=3). Single mode lOWs were produced from 1-2 coatings,
whereas 3-4 coatings yielded lOWs that supported two modes. Four coats was the
maximum that could be deposited without the film cracking during annealing. The mean
refractive index of these 12 lOWs was 1.597 ± 0.0067. This value is intermediate
between the indices expected based on the XPS data and the composition of the dip
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Figure 2.6. Average lOW thickness (n = 3) as a function of the number of
sol-gel coatings. One to four layers of SiCk-catalyzed MTES-Ti(0Bu)4
were dip coated on glass slides. Thicknesses were determined by the prism
coupling technique (see text).
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coating sol. Using 1.45 and 2.2 as the refractive indices for pure, sol-gel derived Si02
and Ti02 [121], Ti/Si molar ratios of 0.29 (sol) and 0.18 (XPS) yield calcu'ated lOW
indices of 1.62 and 1.56, respectively.
These data suggest that the step index assumption should be considered further.
Specifically, the difference between the indices determined by the coupling angle
measurements and XPS shows that the chemical composition of the films is nonuniform
along the normal axis, and indicates that a refractive index gradient is present near the
film-air interface. The existence of a gradient at the film-substrate interface is also
probable. Gradient index glasses can be fabricated using sol-gel techniques [228].
However, these materials are not formed by merely hydrolyzing a mixture of alkoxides
followed by gelation and drying. An extra step, usually soaking the wet gel in a salt
solution to effect ion exchange, is necessary to produce a broad, monotonic gradient.
Since additional steps to induce gradient formation were not performed here, any
interfacial index gradients present in the MTES:Ti(OBu)4 films should be too shallow to
significantly affect waveguiding behavior. It is therefore reasonable to assume that light
propagation in these films is adequately described by the eigenvalue equation for a step
index lOW [100].
Numerous waveguides were fabricated during the course of this study and
propagation losses at 514.5 nm were measured for several dozen. Sample attenuation
curves for two waveguides are shown in Figure 2.7. The HCl-catalyzed lOWs typically
exhibited losses around 1 dB/cm. For example, a loss measurement was made at one
location in each of eight lOWs from 3 separate batches (coated from independently
prepared solutions on different days). The mean loss was 1.1 ± 0.16 dB/cm; the standard
deviation of the linear regression slope coefficient (Oa) ranged from 0.010 to 0.13. These
lOWs were single mode with a mean thickness of 0.31 pim and a mean index of 1.603.
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Figure 2.7. Typical attenuation curves (514.5 nm in the TEo mode) for (a) a
HCl-catalyzed lOW and (b) a SiCk-catalyzed lOW. The bold lines are linear
regression fits (see text) of the form I(x) = -(aJlO)x + C. Linear regression
parameters are (a) a = 1.2, aa =0.10, C = 3.7; (b) a » 0.022, aa = 0.085, C = 3.5.
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Losses of SiCU-catalyzed waveguides were substantially lower. In Table 2.3 are listed
data for five single mode lOWs from two different batches (mean thickness and index of
0.32 fixn and 1.602). Loss was measured at three locations in each film.

The loss

coefficients ranged from 0.03 ± 0.014 dB/cm for lOW #3 to 0.07 ± 0.072 dB/cm for
low #4. The use of SiCU rather than HCl as a catalyst therefore decreased propagation
losses by an order of magnitude. We emphasize that these results are representative of a
larger number of lOWs. The films were usually fabricated in batches of 16, of which 12
typically had losses £0.1 dB/cm and the remainder up to 1 dB/cm. However, most of the
low loss films contain several defects, possibly dust, that visibly scattered light to a
greater extent than the surrounding sol-gel medium. Loss coefficients measured through
sections of a film containing these defects were up to 0.5 dB/cm higher than those listed
in Table 2.3. The 3-4 films in each batch with loss coefficients greater than 0.1 dB/cm
contained a higher density of scattering defects.
Considerable deviation of the data about the least squares lines is apparent in
Figure 2.7, which is reflected in the

values listed in the figure caption and in Table

2.3. For imaging of Rayleigh scattering at 514.5 nm, Oa was always about 0.05-0.1
dB/cm. Thus for HCl-catalyzed lOWs, Oa was =:10% of the loss coefficient, whereas for
SiCU-catalyzed lOWs, it was usually greater than the loss coefficient. However, we
emphasize that this scatter is due to statistical fluctuations in the density of scattering
centers in the waveguide. This was verified by comparing successive CCD images of a
guided mode streak. The pattern of high and low intensity pixels in the images was
identical within the limits dictated by the photoelectron noise level. Thus the intensity
differences among nearby pixels Illustrated in Figure 2.7 was not due to random
measurement error. This conclusion is reinforced by noting that the variation among loss
coefficients measured at three locations in a waveguide (column two of Table 2.3) was
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TABLE 2.3.

Attenuation Measurements in SiCl4-Catalyzed Soi-Gel
Waveguides

Loss Coefflcient
(dB/cm)®

Mean Oa (dB/cm)''

1

0.04 ± 0.022

0.080

2

0.06 ± 0.049

0.096

3

0.03 ± 0.014

0.076

4

0.07 ± 0.072

0.075

5

0.04 ± 0.021

0.080

5^

0.07 ± 0.027

0.066

Waveguide

^ Mean and standard deviation for measurements at three different locations in the
waveguide.
^ The mean of the standard deviations of the linear regression slope coefficients (Oa) for
the three loss measurements on each lOW.
c Measured after lOW #5 was cleaned in chromic-sulfuric acid (see text).
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always less than Oa- Even a conservative assessment of the data therefore leads us to
conclude that the average loss coefficient of the SiCU-catalyzed lOWs fabricated here is
<0.2 dB/cm. Finally, the fluctuations in scattering center density coupled with the very
low loss rates of these waveguides illustrate the difficulty inherent in measuring a small
attenuation coefficient via Rayleigh scattering. The precision of the measurement would
improve by measuring the loss over a longer propagation distance, but fabricating lOWs
that are uniform over dimensions larger than several cm is experimentally difficult. The
precision could also be improved by measuring an intrinsic spectroscopic signal from the
waveguide, such as fluorescence emission or Raman scattering [30,229]. However,
making such a measurement on an SiCU-catalyzed lOW with the CCD imaging system
would require efficient filtering to reject Rayleigh scattering while passing the 1088 cm*^
Raman band. The requisite filter combination was not available in our laboratory, which
precluded the measurement
Attenuation coefficients reported in the literature for SiOz-TiOa planar lOWs are
usually > I dB/cm [120,219]. A notable exception is the work of Guglielmi et al [230]
who fabricated lOWs with losses in the range of 0.2-0.8 dB/cm at 633 nm. Another is the
report of Tiefenthaler et al. [36] who measured losses of waveguides fabricated from
several Si:Ti molar ratios. At 514.5 nm, losses of 0.9-1.4 dB/cm were reported, whereas
at 633 nm the range was 0.2-0.6 dB/cm (losses for 1:3 Si:Ti were much higher and are
not considered).

The attenuation coefficients listed in Table 2.3 are therefore

significantly lower than any previously reported and to our knowledge represent the
lowest loss sol-gel planar lOWs described to date.
The chemical resistance of the sol-gel films was evaluated by soaking waveguides
for 20 min in an 80 °C chromic-sulfuric acid bath followed by rinsing and drying.
Results for one example, lOW #5, are listed in Table 2.3. After cleaning, the propagation
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Figure 2.8. SEM images of the surfaces of a SiCU-catalyzed lOW (top) and a HClcatalyzed lOW (bottom). The scale bar in each image is 1 pim.
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loss was 0.07 ± 0.031 dB/cm, which is almost twice that measured before cleaning but
still acceptably low. We conclude that these lOWs are quite durable and can probably be
cleaned several times without serious degradation of optical quality. In addition, the
water contact angle on the lOW surface prior to cleaning was 40°, whereas after cleaning,
the contact angle was 6°. The higher angle is indicative of a moderately hydrophobic
surface, and is consistent with the residual carbon content indicated by the XPS (Table
2.2) and FT-IR (Figure 2.3) data. The cleaning process apparently oxidized and/or
removed the methyl groups in the near surface region.
23.3. low Surface Morphology
Scanning electron microscopy used to examine the surface morphology of lOWs.
The image of a SiCU-catalyzed film surface, shown in Figure 2.8 (top), was devoid of
structure and homogeneous down to the submicron scale. In contrast, an inhomogeneous,
phase-separated surface morphology was observed in the image of a HCI-catalyzed film
(Figure 2.8, bottom). Sharp edged grains with linear dimensions of O.I pim to 0.6 fdm
were uniformly distributed over the surface. Between the grains, the surface appeared
fairly smooth. Differences between sol-gel films prepared with HCl and SiCU were
confirmed by atomic force microscopy. AFM images of two films are shown in Figure
2.9. The rms surface roughness of a SiCU-catalyzed film was 4.5 A with a peak-to-peak
deviation of about 30 A. A HCl-catalyzed film surface was uniformly covered with
surface features that were 100-150 A in height and about 150 nm in diameter, with a rms
surface roughness of 16.7 A. We speculate that these features may be titanium-rich
particles, possibly microcrystalline in nature.
Taken together, the SEM and AFM results demonstrate that the surfaces of films
prepared with HCl were significantly rougher and more heterogeneous than those
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Figure 2.9a. Two- and three-dimensional AFM images of the surface of a SiCl4catdyzed lOW. The scale bar (in A) for the images is displayed on the right. Two
anomalous high spots (Ukely dust) were removed from the 2-D image. These spots are
plotted as a uniform gray color.
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Figure 2.9b. Two- and three-dimensional AFM images of the surfaces of a HClca^yzed lOW (bottom). The scale bar (in A) for the images is displayed on the right.
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prepared with SiCU. This heterogeneity undoubtedly contributed to the difference in
propagation losses. A guided wave propagating in a planar medium is attenuated by
scattering at: (i) local refractive index fluctuations in the volume of the guide; and (ii)
deviations from a perfectly plane geometry at the waveguide/cladding boundaries [231].
The contribution of the first factor to a given total attenuation coefficient is difficult to
assess experimentally. However, the contribution of the second factor to the measured
difference in attenuation between waveguides prepared with HCl and SiCU can be
estimated from the AFM data. The theoretical treatment detailed by Unger [231] shows
that scattering of a guided wave in a planar film at the waveguide/superstrate boundary is
proportional to the product of the variance of surface roughness and its correlation length.
Correlation lengths were not determined for the waveguides prepared here, but based on
the values reported by Roncone etal. [232] for similar surfaces, it is reasonable to assume
that they are small, approximately equal, and hence have little effect on the measured
attenuation difference. Therefore, the ratio of the square of the rms surface roughness
mejisurements for waveguides prepared with SiCU and HCl should approximate the
corresponding ratio of the measured loss coefficients.

The former ratio is 0.07 ([4.5

A]2[I6.7 A]-2) and the latter is 0.05 ([mean value of 0.05 dB/cm from Table 2.3][1.1
dB/cm]-i). The close agreement suggests that surface roughness was a significant factor
in the higher propagation losses characteristic of HCl catalysis.
23.4. Influence of Catalyst on Film Properties
The heterogeneous film structure observed with HCl catalysis is thought to caused
by nonuniform hydrolysis and condensation of the binary alkoxide mixture. The
homogeneity of a sol-gel glass synthesized from a mixture of two or more alkoxide
precursors is affected by the relative rates of homocondensation and heterocondensation.
Silicon alkoxides hydrolyze relatively slowly, and acid or base catalysis is frequently
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used to accelerate the reaction. Titanium alkoxides hydrolyze at a much faster rate. In
mixtures of Ti and Si aiko.xides, this difference in reactivit>' favors homocondcnsation,
Le., the formation of a heterogeneous network containing Ti-rich and Si-rich domains.
Two synthetic strategies have been used address this problem [121]: (i) The less reactive
component is partially hydrolyzed prior to adding the more reactive component, so that
the latter will condense preferentially with the partially hydrolyzed and polymerized
species. However, Ti alkoxides have been shown to catalyze the condensation of silanol
groups, which results in homocondensation of the silicate species rather than uniform
incorporation of the Ti component [121]. (ii) The unhydrolyzed precursors are mixed
together with a catalyst. If the precursors form a binary complex that remains intact
during hydrolysis and condensation, a network that is homogeneous at the molecular
level is produced. This approach was employed in this study. However, in the case of Ti
and Si alkoxides, there is no evidence that such a complex is formed. Furthermore, water
is inherently introduced into the sol when concentrated HCl is added as a catalyst (the
HC1:H20:MTES molar ratio of the sols prepared here was 0.24:0.83:1). The water should
preferentially hydrolyze Ti(0Bu)4 and form Ti-rich aggregates. When the sol is exposed
to atmospheric moisture after dip-coating, the reaction proceeds to completion, producing
a gelled film containing the pre-formed aggregates. This is a probable mechanism that
accounts for the two phase microstructure evident in SEM image of the HCl-catalyzed
waveguide (Figure 2.8).
SiCU catalysis in sol-gel chemistry has to our knowledge not been previously
reported. The use of SiC^ produced more homogeneous sol-gel films that exhibited
significantly lower propagation losses. Except for trace amounts of water that were
probably introduced during mixing of the components, SiCU catalysis was carried out
under anhydrous conditions. Thus the catalyst was uniformly mi.xed with the alkoxide
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Figure 2.10. Mechanism of the catalysis of sol-gel reaction by SiCl4.
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precursors without hydrolysis and condensation taking place simultaneously. A proposed
explanation for the improved homogeneity in film m-icrostructure is based on the
exclusion of water and the well known reaction of SiCU with alcohols [233]. The
mechanism is thought to involve a nucleophilic attack on the silicon, according to the
mechanism shown in Rgure 2.10.
Condensation can then occur by several pathways [121]. The hydrolysis and
condensation steps do not proceed to any significant extent prior to exposing the film to
air. Upon exposure, hydrolysis, condensation, and drying all proceed simultaneously due
to the high surface area to volume ratio. A uniform structure is formed because the film
gels and dries quickly, which slows the diffusion necessary to allow Ti-rich aggregates to
form. Finally, we note that MTES:Ti(0Bu)4 solutions containing SiCU were stable up to
3 weeks after preparation, whereas solutions containing HCl turned cloudy within 2 days
due to formation of insoluble aggregates, observations that are consistent with the
preceding discussion.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS
The sol-gel method has been used to fabricate step index, planar waveguides
having propagation loss coefficients consistently less than 0.1 dB/cm. This attenuation
level is significantly lower than any previously reported for sol-gel derived lOWs. The
choice of catalyst was a key factor. HCl-catalysis of the sol-gel reaction produced a
relatively rough, apparently phase-separated, surface morphology. This heterogeneity
was likely caused by nonuniform hydrolysis and homocondensation of the
MTES:Ti(OBu)4 mixture. In contrast, SiCU catalysis produced a smoother, more
uniform surface microstructure that reduced scattering losses at the waveguide/superstrate
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boundary. A mechanism involving protonation of the solvent in the absence of added
water appears probable. This work has demonstrated the importance of the catalyst in
establishing a microhomogeneous structure for wave propagation in sol-gel derived thin
films.

More importantly, the fabrication method described here is simple and

inexpensive, and thus suitable for mass production of low loss lOWs. It is likely that
these waveguides will find application in the several areas, including chemical sensing
and spectroscopic characterization of surfaces and interfaces.
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CHAPTERS
INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE pH and Pb2+ SENSORS

3.1. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 2, the sol-gel methcxl was investigated as a new strategy for fabricating
high-quality glass lOWs. This work is now extended to the development of a new class
of chemical sensors. In this case, the sol-gel process is employed as a generalized
method for immobilization of indicator molecules. Most of the sol-gel based sensors
reported to date have used a monolithic gel as the indicator phase[149,165-167,I751.
Monoliths can be cast to specified dimensions and are self-supporting, but present a
classic dilemma in terms of optical sensor design. A relatively thick monolith generates a
large optical pathlength and hence higher sensitivity, but its response time is poor
because analyte diffusion into the glass is a slow process. For example. Lev and
coworkers measured metal ion binding by colorimetric indicators entrapped in monoliths
after equilibration times of 1-24 hours[166,167]. A thin sol-gel film will respond much
quicker but at the expense of optical pathlength. The sensitivity problem can be partially
circumvented by doping the film with a high concentration of indicator so that a
measurable signal is produced. Several sensors that utilize indicator doped sol-gel films
coated on planar glass substrates have been reported[171,172,177]. Other groups have
applied sol-gel coatings to multimode optical fibers

[168-170]. The evanescent

geometry is well suited for sampling the coating, but the fraction of the total guided
power present in the evanescent field of a typical fiber sensor is less than 0.01, which
inherently limits sensitivity.
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An alternate approach is to coat the sol-gel film on the surface of a planar
integrated optical waveguide, which can support up to several thousand reOeciions per
cm of beam propagation at visible wavelengths (using a ray optics approximation). This
enhanced interaction makes it possible to optically characterize interfacial samples that
would otherwise be problematic.
This chapter concentrates on the development of a new optical sensing platform
based on a combination of planar waveguiding and sol-gel processing technologies. The
sensor element consists of a porous glass layer containing an entrapped indicator coated
over a single mode planar lOW. Both the waveguiding and indicator layers are fabricated
using a sol-gel coating method. Dissolved analytes that diffuse to and react with the
entrapped indicator are detected via ATR of the mode confined to the lOW. lOW-ATR
sensors for Pb2+ and pH were evaluated. Their response was both sensitive and rapid,
features that are difficult to achieve simultaneously in monolithic sol-gel glass sensors.
These features are realized simultaneously in the lOW-ATR geometry because the light
propagates in the plane of the film, orthogonal to primary axis of analyte diffusion. The
overall approach is technically simple, inexpensive, and applicable to a wide variety of
indicator chemistries.

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL
3.2.1. Sensor Fabrication
The waveguide sensor (Figure 3.1) consists of two sol-gel glass films coated on a
soda-lime glass substrate (25x75 mm microscope slide).

The lower film is the

waveguiding layer and was fabricated according to the previously described procedure.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of an lOW-ATR sensor based on a laminate planar
waveguide. Light propagating in the waveguiding layer is attenuated by
formation of an absorbing complex in the upper (indicator) layer, which
contains the immobilized indicator yet is porous to the dissolved anaiyte.
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with the following modifications: (i) the coating solution was composed of a 12:6; 16:1
(v/v) mixture of methyitriethoxysilane, liianium(IV) tetrafautoxide, absolute ethanoi, and
silicon(IV) chloride; and (ii) films were annealed for 10 min at 500 °C.
The upper (indicator) film was coated over the waveguiding layer (Figure 3.2).
Coating solutions were prepared by dissolving an indicator (xylenol orange or
bromocresol purple, Aldrich) at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of
methyitriethoxysilane (MTES, 99%, Aldrich) and ethanoi. The hydrolysis reaction was
catalyzed by adding 1% (v/v) of concentrated HCl dropwise to the coating solution.
After aging the solution for 24 hours, indicator films were dip-coated on waveguides at a
withdrawal speed of 10 cm/min. A single coating was applied over a length of »48 mm
along the long axis of the waveguide. The remaining s:27 mm was left uncoated to allow
a coupling prism to be clamped directly to the upper surface of the waveguiding layer
(Figure 3.1). Coated waveguides were dried for five days in air at room temperature in a
covered container. Prior to use as sensors, coated waveguides were soaked in buffer
solutions for three days to remove leachable indicator (see below). For characterization
purposes, indicator films were also dip coated directly onto glass microscope slides, and
prepared from coating solutions of variable indicator concentration.
3.2.2. Characterization of Sol-Gel Layers
The thickness and refractive index of bare waveguiding layers were determined
by measuring prism coupling angles at 590 nm for the lowest order, TE and TM polarized
(TEo and TMQ) modes [100]. Propagation losses of bare and coated waveguides were
measured at 560 rmi by digital photography using a charged coupled device (CCD) array,
as described previously. Excitation wavelengths were provided by a Coherent 599 dye
laser pumped with a Coherent Innova 70-5 argon laser.
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(1 mg/ml)
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planar waveguide
gel film
dry at room
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refractive index=1.4)
soak in buffer to leach
extractable indicator

single mode planar waveguide sensor

Figure 3.2. Procedure for laminate planar waveguide sensor fabrication.
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A Gaertner Scientific Model L116C ellipsometer was used to measure the
amplitude ratio (^0 and phase difference (A) of 633 nm light reflected at 70° from
indicator films. Film thickness and refractive index were determined through iterative
computation by constraining the thickness to be ^ 2000 A [234]. This assumption is
reasonable based on the relatively low viscosity of the coating solution. UV-visible
spectrophotometry was used to measure leaching of indicator from films into solution,
with the film mounted normal to the beam. A coating solution with an indicator
concentration of 3 mg/ml was used to enable measurement of absorbance in a
transmission geometry.
3.2J. Sensing Apparatus
With the exception of the laser, the instrumental arrangement was similar to the
setup in Chapter 2. Waveguide sensors were mounted in a liquid flow cell consisting of a
Lucite top plate with an integral SF6 incoupling prism (Karl Lambrecht), a silicone
rubber gasket, and a Lucite bottom plate. Inlet and outlet ports allowed the liquid in the
cell to be exchanged with a syringe. The cell was filled with buffer prior to clamping the
prism to the exposed surface of the waveguide, which ensured that the liquid occupied the
gap between the prism and waveguide sensor surface [100]. With the waveguide/fiow
cell assembly was mounted on a rotary stage, 590 nm light was coupled into the TEQ
mode. After traversing under the gasket at the opposite end of the flow cell, light exited
the waveguide sensor and was detected with a silicon photodiode (Metrologic
Instruments 45-540 power meter) placed in close proximity to the sensor endface. The
interaction length of the light with the indicator layer (from the incoupling spot to the
gasket near the outcoupling end) was 42 mm.
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3.2.4. Sensor Response to pH and Pb^
The sensor response to solution pH was tested using a multicomponent buffer
consisting of 50 mM Tris, 100 mM phosphate, 100 mM citrate, and 50 mM formate.
Solutions of varying pH were introduced into the flow cell using a syringe.
Spectrometric response curves were acquired by sequentially increasing the pH from 3.5
to 9.5, followed by a sequential decrease in the opposite order. Pb2+ calibration solutions
were prepared by diluting ICP/DCP standards (Aldrich, #35,633-6) with acetate buffer,
pH 4.5. The buffer was prepared by diluting glacial acetic acid (Aldrich, 99.99+%) to 50
mM with ultrapure water (18.2 MQ/cm) and adjusting the pH with NaOH (Aldrich,
semiconductor grade, 99.99+%).

All solutions were prepared in high-density

polyethylene labware. Spectrometric response curves were acquired by sequentially
injecting Pb calibration solutions in order of increasing concentration. All measurements
were performed at room temperature. Step changes in pH and Pb2+ concentration were
performed at 5 min intervals. Response times of indicator films were estimated by
immersion of a coated slide in an appropriate solution (mixed buffer or Pb2+ calibration
solution). At 30 sec intervals, the slide was withdrawn and the absorbance measured
relative to a bare glass slide in a UV-visible spectrophotometer.

3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.3.1. Characterization of Waveguide and Indicator Layers
Application of one coating of the MTES:Ti(OBu)4 sol to glass substrates
produced lOWs that were approximately 0.55 /<m thick with a refractive index of 1.56,
and supported one guided mode at 590 nm. The propagation loss at 560 nm was less than
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Figure 3.3. Changes in the thickness (closed circles) and refractive index (open
circles) of a MTK layer during drying at room temperature. Ellipsometric
measurements at 633 nm were initiated immediately after the film was coated on a
glass slide from an indicator-free sol.
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0.1 dB/cm in all cases, similar to that described in Chapter 2 for lOWs fabricated using a
slightly different sol composition and thermal treatment
The drying and shrinkage behavior of the indicator layer was examined using
ellipsometry. A single coating was applied to a glass substrate from a MTES solution
prepared without added indicator, and the coated substrate was mounted on the
instrument within 15 s after withdrawal. The amplitude ratio and pheise difference were
monitored as a function of time while the film dried at room temperature in a Class 1000
clean room. The thickness and refractive index profiles are shown in Figure 3.3. The wet
layer had an initial thickness of 0.124 nm. A rapid decline occurred during the ensuing
five min, followed by a shallow decline to a final value of 0.111 fim after 20 min. The
refractive index exhibited an apparently correlated rise from 1.407 when wet to 1.414
after drying. No further shifts in thickness and index were observed after an additional
five days of drying. These data show that the liquid solvents are rapidly evaporated from
the pores of the film, which is expected given the large surface area to volume ratio. The
mechanism of evaporation in gel is not understood well yet, but it seems that the
submicron thickness provides efficient passages for solvent evaporation.
Several structure models have been proposed for the formation of micropores in
Si02 gel [121]. It is generally known that monomeric and polymeric silicic acid can
undergo a condensation reaction. As a result of this condensation, a macromolecuiar
segment is formed, which gradually grows into a polymeric particle of colloidal character
or long chains. At sites where the condensation of OH groups have not yet taken place,
there will be "active" silicon atoms that still carry one or two OH groups. When this
hydrogel film is dried at room temperature, the condensation continues and a porous
silica (xerogel) is obtained. The sol-gel systems dried at low temperature (typically <
200°C) consist of network of many very small pores. They have been described in an

Propagation distance (cm)

Figure 3.4. Typical attenuation curve for a laminate waveguide. The bold line
is a linear regression fit of the form I(x) = -(aJlO)x + C. Linear regression
parameters are a = 0.83 and C = 3.5.
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idealized way as systems of cylindrical pores of circular cross sections and uniform radii
but of random orientation. A number of other more complex models have also been
suggested [121]. In most cases, it is believed that the pores have more irregular shapes or
show a mixture of several shapes.
Waveguides coated with one indicator layer supported a single guided mode at
590 nm. Light could be prism coupled into this mode from either the coated or uncoated
end of the waveguide (see Figure 3.1). However, the efficiency of coupling across the
indicator layer was typically much lower than coupling directly to the exposed waveguide
surface. The latter geometry was therefore employed for characterization of sensor
response. Propagation loss measurements were performed on waveguides coated from
MTES solutions prepared without added indicator, with air as the superstrate medium.
The mean loss in the coated region was 0.8±0.13 dB/cm (n=8), a ca. five-fold increase
over the bare waveguides (Figure 3.4). This is an expected but unavoidable result.
Undensified sol-gel glasses are known to scatter light more efficiently than densified
glasses[120,121,230,235], but a porous indicator phase is required for sensor function.
However, 0.8 dB/cm is an acceptably low loss figure by conventional standards
[120,219], and is certainly adequate for use as an lOW-ATR sensor.
Prism coupling to the uncoated region of the waveguide surface in contact with an
aqueous superstrate produced a visible scattering center at the boundary with the coated
region. This scattering is caused by the refractive index shift in the waveguide
superstrate (from water, n =1.33, to indicator layer, n = 1.41), which perturbs the guided
mode boundary conditions [100].

Similar scattering losses occurred at the

water/gasket/air boundaries. However, like the intrinsic waveguide propagation loss,
scattering losses at these boundaries are constant and thus do not adversely affect a
differential measurement of light transmission. It should also be noted that the scattering
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Figure 3.5. Leaching of bromocresol purple from an indicator layer into pH 5
buffer. Absorbance at 442 nm was measured in a transmission geometry and
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losses could be eliminated by placing input and output grating couplers within the
boundaiy of the gasket [64].
When an undensified sol-gel glass is doped with a guest molecule whose physical
dimensions are comparable to the pore diameter, some fraction of the dopant can be
leached into solution [141,166]. The extent of leaching from indicator films was
evaluated using a slide coated from a sol containing 3 mg/ml of bromocresol purple.
After drying, the slide was immersed repeatably for 60 s intervals in a 100 ml volume of
the multicompxjnent buffer (pH 5). After each interval, the slide was withdrawn and the
absorbance at 442 nm was measured in a transmission geometry. As shown in Figure
3.5, the initially rapid leaching rate declined to a negligible extent after a total immersion
time of 80 min. No further decline in absorbance was observed over the ensuing two
days. Approximately 50% of the indicator was leached from the layer. Similar results
were observed for xylenol orange. On the basis of these data, indicator layers containing
bromocresol purple or xylenol orange were soaked in pH 5 multicomponent buffer and
pH 4.5 acetate buffer, respectively, for three days before spectral properties and sensor
response were examined. It was not determined whether the extent or kinetics of
leaching were dependent on the buffer pH. However, the reproducibility of the pH sensor
response (see below) showed that additional leaching of bromocresol purple at the
extremes of pH 3.5 and 9.5 was minimal.
33.2. lOW-ATR pH Sensor
The feasibility of chemical sensing using a sol-gel based, laminate planar lOW
was initially evaluated by constructing a simple pH sensor. Bromocresol purple, with a
pK of 6.3, was used as the acid-base indicator (Figure 3.6). Deprotonation of this
chromophore in aqueous solution shifts the visible absorbance maximum from 433 nm to
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591 nm. The spectra of protonated and deprotonated bromocresol purple entrapped in an
indicator film at a concentration high enough to be measured in a transmission
geometry were similar (spectra not shown).
The response of planar lOW sensors to pH was assessed spectrometrically by
measuring attenuated total reflectance at 590 nm. Outcoupled light intensity was
measured as the pH was increased from 3.5 to 9.5, then decreased back to 3.5, in a step
wise fashion. A typical curve, representative of those recorded with other sensors, is
plotted in Figure 3.7a. A pH-dependent response was observed over the entire interval of
pH 3.5-9.5. The response time was less than 15 s and was independent of pH and the
direction of change. Between pH 4.5 and 8.2, the response was linear; a least squares fit
over this region produced a y-intercept of 19.8, a slope of -2.13, and a correlation
coefficient of 0.999. The midpoint of the linear region is pH 6.35, very near the pK of
the indicator in solution. However, the dynamic range is much greater than the ca. two
orders of magnitude expected for an optical acid-base indicator. The broad range over
which the lOW-ATR pH sensor responds clearly indicates that entrapment of
bromocresol purple in the sol-gel layer produced a distribution of chemically inequivalent
microenvironments that differ in response to solution pH. Similar behavior has been
observed for bromophenol blue and fluorescein entrapped in sol-gel glass films
[201,205].
After the curve in Figure 3.7a was recorded, additional measurements were made
during the next two cycles at integral pH values from 4 to 9. Error bars representing the
standard deviations (n=3) of these measurements are plotted. It is evident that the
dependence of outcoupled light intensity on pH was quite reproducible. The average
standard deviation of the six points that were repeated, expressed as a percentage of the
total intensity change between pH 3.5 and 9.5, was 3.5%.
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Figure 3.7a. pH response of an lOW-ATR sensor based on immobilized
bromocresol purple. The response curve was recorded during the fourth cycle
(see text) of varying solution pH; the six points with error bars were repeated
during two additional cycles.
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Figure 3.7b. pH response of an lOW-ATR sensor based on immobilized
bromocresol purple. Response curves were recorded during the first (open circles)
and second (closed circles) cycles of varying solution pH; the hysteresis
disappeared after the third cycle.
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The data plotted in Figure 3.7a were actually recorded during the fourth, fifth, and
sixth cycles of varying the solution pH in the flow cell. (Note that pH was increased
during odd numbered cycles and decreased during even numbered cycles). During the
first three cycles, the response exhibited hysteresis, meaning that a succeeding curve
failed to retrace the previous curve (Figure 3.7b). The hysteresis diminished with
cycling, and disappeared by the fifth cycle (Le., the fifth curve closely retraced the path of
the fourth curve). All sensors examined displayed this behavior. Its origin is unknown,
but. we conjecture that it may be caused by a subpopulation of entrapped indicator
molecules that respond to solution pH changes much more slowly than the remainder of
the population. The absorption spectrum of this subpopulation should reflect a pH of 5
after soaking the sensor for three days in pH 5 buffer. Upon initiation of relatively rapid
cycling between pH 3.5 and 9.5, the spectrum of this subpopulation should slowly shift to
a profile characteristic of the midpoint between the spectra corresponding to the pH
extrema of 3.5 and 9.5. During ensuing cycles, the spectrum would remain nearly
constant since the step increments in pH occur much more rapidly than the subpopulation
can respond.
The pH sensor was fabricated and tested to explore the sensor concept illustrated
in Figure 3.1, and the results demonstrate its feasibility. The major advantage of the
lOW-ATR geometry is that the indicator layer is optically interrogated in the plane of the
film, orthogonal to the major dimension

film thickness) over which analyte

molecules must diffuse to generate a response. Thus the design combines rapid response
with high sensitivity, since a large optical pathlength is achieved by using an lOW as the
internal reflection element (discussed in more detail below). However, sensitivity is not
typically an issue in optical pH sensing because the indicator concentration can usually be
set high enough to offset a relatively short optical pathlength. The lOW geometry is
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better suited to situations in which the analyte has low-to-moderate affinity for the
indicator and is present in trace amounts. In such a situation, the feasibility of the
measurement may rely in part on the sensitivity enhancement realized by increasing the
degree of light interaction with the indicator layer. We consequently proceeded to
investigate the utility of lOW-ATR sensing in a situation where an enhanced optical
pathlength is advantageous.
33.3. low-ATR Pb2+Sensor
Dissolved Pb2+ was chosen as a test analyte because of its environmental
significance at sub-;<M levels [236]. Xylenol orange (XO) was used as the colorimetric
indicator for an lOW-ATR lead sensor (Figure 3.8). XO forms complexes with a variety
of metal ions, with conditional formation constants on the order of lO^-IO® in moderately
acidic solutions [227,238]. As shown in Figure 3.9, when dissolved in pH 4.5 buffer, the
absorbance maximum of XO shifts from 434 nm to 580 nm in the presence of lead. The
spectra of XO entrapped in an MTES indicator film at a concentration high enough to be
measured in a transmission geometry, before and after exposure to 1 mM lead, are also
displayed in Figure 3.9. The emission maxima of XO and the lead complex occur at 425
nm and 590 nm, respectively. The 9 nm blue shift and 10 nm red shift relative to the
solution spectra indicate that entrapment in the sol-gel probably caused some perturbation
to the molecule's electronic structure.
The response of planar lOW sensors to dissolved lead was assessed
spectrometrically by measuring anenuated total reflectance at 590 nm. Outcoupled light
intensity was measured as the lead concentration was increased incrementally from 5 nM
to 50 mM. A typical response curve from one sensor, representative of those recorded
with other sensors, is plotted as a function of log[Pb2+] in Figure 3.10. The error bars
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Figure 3.9. Absorbance spectra of XO (A) and Pb-XO (B) dissolved in pH 4.5 buffer,
and XO (C) and Pb-XO (D) entrapped in a sol-gel film. All spectra were measured in a
transmission geometry.
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represent the standard deviation of the three successive readings, and therefore primarily
reflect laser fluciuation noise. The sensor responded to lead concentrations ranging from
50 nM to 50 mM. At 5 nM, the outcoupled intensity (16.7±0.35) was statistically
indistinguishable from the blank intensity (17.2±0.59). Over the 50 nM to 0.50 mM
range, the response was nearly linear; a least squares fit produced a y-intercept of -0.70, a
slope of -2.25, and a correlation coefficient of 0.998. Although the midpoint of the curve
is consistent with a conditional formation constant of ca. 10^, the dynamic range is much
greater than expected for a binding process characterized by a single formation constant.
The broad shape of the curve is characteristic of a distribution of formation constants
centered about 10^, which could result from entrapment of XO in a distribution of
chemically inequivalent microenvironments. A probable contributing factor is the
complicated metal ion binding behavior of XO, which is polybasic with two coordination
sites [238]. At pH 4.5, several PbjHjXOk complexes of varying stoichiometry are likely
to be present Since the conditional formation constants and molar absorptivities of these
complexes are certainly not equal, a broadened response such as that shown in Figure 6 is
expected.
The response time of the lead sensor was estimated by monitoring the light
transmission of an indicator film coated on a glass slide as a function of immersion time
in a 100 ml solution of 1 mM lead buffered at pH 4.5. The slide was repeatably
immersed for a 15 s period, withdrawn, and the absorbance measured at 590 nm; the data
are plotted in Figure 3.II. The arrow marked a denotes the point at which exposure to
lead was initiated; prior to this point, the slide was immersed in pH 4.5 buffer. The
absorbance increased to an asymptotic value after 240 s of immersion in the lead solution.
This response time is significantly less than that necessary to equilibrate a monolithic solgel glass. For example. Lev and coworkers measured iron and cobalt uptake by
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colorimetric metal ion indicators entrapped in monolithic sol-gels after equilibration
times of 1-24 hours [166,167].
The binding of lead by immobilized XO was found to be reversible by immersing
the indicator film in 0.1 M HNO3 (arrow at b). The return to baseline absorbance was
complete within 60 sec. After reequilibration in pH 4.5 buffer (arrow at c), the slide was
again exposed to the lead solution (arrow at d). The rise in absorbance to an asymptote
occurred within 180 s, but the increase was only about 65% of that observed during the
first exposure. This pattern was repeated during subsequent cycles of immersion in acid,
buffer, and lead solutions. The acid treatment therefore caused a partial loss of Pb2+
binding capacity. Since the absorbance at 425 nm was nearly constant throughout the
experiment, as shown in Figure 3.12, the decreased response was not simply due to
enhanced leaching of XO in 0.1 M HNO3. The actual cause is unknown, but we
speculate that the acid treatment may have affected the pore structure of the undensified
gel, making it less permeable to Pb2+.
The sensor response may be reversible under conditions milder than exposure to
0.1 M nitric acid. However, alternatives were not investigated since the primary
motivation for developing the lead sensor was to explore the concept of a sol-gel based,
optical sensing geometry that combines rapid response with high sensitivity. For the
same reason, selectivity also was not addressed. Since XO can bind numerous other
metal ions in addition to lead, the sensor is expected to be relatively nonselective.
3J.4. Optical Path Length
The optical pathlength of the lOW-ATR sensor can be estimated using a ray
optics model to describe light propagation in the guiding layer. The total pathlength in
the indicator film, Li, is given by
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where N is the number of reflections at the interface between the waveguide and indicator
layers, summed over the sensor interaction length, z is the distance along the axis normal
to the waveguide plane (with 2=0 at the waveguide/indicator interface), /«//, is the
interfacial evanescent intensity per unit incident beam intensity, dp is the penetration
depth of the evanescent wave, and di is the thickness of indicator layer [95]. The term [1t\^-dildp)] is the ratio of the integrated evanescent intensity in the indicator layer to that
in the entire superstrate (indicator layer plus water). This ratio was determined to be 0.8
from the profile of the squared electric field amplitude through the cross section (along
the z axis) of the waveguide sensor. The profile was computed using software generously
provided by Carl Zimba [239] and is plotted in Figure 3.13. The quantities N, V/,, and
dp were calculated [95], yielding a theoretical pathlength of 1 mm for the lOW-ATR
sensor. The theoretical enhancement relative to a transmission geometry is the ratio Li/di,
which is 9x103.
The calculated pathlength can be used to predict the absorbances that should be
measured with the lead sensor. We assume the following; (i) the stoichiometry of Pb-XO
binding is 1:1; (ii) the conditional formation constant at pH 4.5 is 10^ [237,238]; (iii) the
molar absorptivity of immobilized Pb-XO is 4.20 x IC^ M'^cm*^ (measured for dissolved
XO saturated with Pb2+); and (iv) the concentration of XO immobilized in the film is 10
mM (estimated from transmission spectra of films of measured thickness). At a free Pb2+
concentration of 10 piM, the Pb-XO concentration in the film would therefore be 5 mM,
from which a theoretical absorbance of 21 is predicted. The actual absorbance measured
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with the sensor at 10 fiM total lead was 0.22. The experimentally realized pathlength
cnhanccmcnt was therefore about 90, or 100-fold less than theoretically predicted.
Several groups have measured evanescent absorbance by interfacial films and
bulk solutions adjacent to planar lOWs and compared the results to theoretical
predictions based on a ray optics model of integrated optical waveguiding[64,68,971. In
most cases the results have agreed within a factor of two, but the difference has
consistently favored the theoretical calculation, meaning that the experimental sensitivity
is usually about 2-fold less than predicted. Taking this factor into account, the lead
sensor is still about 50-fold less sensitive than expected. One probable cause for this
difference is the complex equilibria of XO-metal ion binding. As discussed above,
several Pb-XO chelates of varying stoichiometry, formation constant, and molar
absorptivity are likely to be present [238]. The assumption of single values for these
parameters probably oversimplifies the situation. A second probable cause is that not all
of the XO entrapped in the sol-gel is capable of binding lead. Entrapment certainly
renders some percentage of the indicator sterically inaccessible to dissolved species, but
this fraction cannot be readily estimated.
Finally, it is important to note that the entrapment and response mechanisms of
sol-gel glass sensors based on low molecular weight indicators are poorly understood
[167]. Specifically, it is unclear how small molecules entrapped in a sol-gel matrix can
be resistant to leaching yet retain accessibility to dissolved analytes.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS
A new optical sensing platform based on a combination of planar waveguiding
and sol-gel processing technologies is reported. The sensing structure consists of a two-
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layer, planar lOW fabricated using a sol-gel coating method. The response of lOW-ATR
sensors for dissolved Pb2+ and pH was bolh sensitive cind rapid, features thai are difficult
to achieve simultaneously in monolithic sol-gel glass sensors.

In the lOW-ATR

geometry, these features are complementary because the major axes of light propagation
and analyte diffusion are orthogonal. The overall approach is technically simple and
applicable to a wide variety of indicator chemistries.
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CHAPTER 4
INTEGRATED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE IODINE SENSOR

4.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter focuses on the development of lOW chemical sensors capable of
monitoring gaseous analytes at trace concentrations. There exists a clearly documented
need to create sensing materials that can rapidly interact with gaseous analytes, are
reversible, are highly sensitive when coupled to an appropriate transducer, and exhibit
selectivity for one or a subclass of chemical compounds [240]. Analytes that are weakto-moderate strength electron acceptors {e.g., halogens) or strong electron acceptors (e.g.,
NO2) have been detected via adsorption onto, or absorption into, films of organic electron
donors [241-252]. Measurements of electrical conductivity and mass, using interdigital
microelectrode arrays and surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices, respectively, have been
the most frequently employed methods of measuring the analyte-film interaction [241 247]. Sensors based on surface plasmon resonance have also been reported [248]. Much
of the recent work in this area has been reviewed by Janata and coauthors [240]. The
results of these studies have shown that the reaction of an acceptor with a donor
molecular assembly can be quite rapid, with response times as short as a minute.
However, the desorption process is usually much slower. Although the feasibility of the
general approach has been established, the development of sensing devices that
simultaneously exhibit both high sensitivity and fast response/recovery times has
continued to pose difficulties.
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A novel planar lOW-ATR sensor for gaseous iodine is described in this chapter.
The sensing principle is based on detection of a charge transfer complex formed between
iodine and phenyl groups that have been covalently incorporated into a sol-gel indicator
film. The film is coated over a single mode planar lOW, and light is coupled into and out
of the laminate structure using a pair of integral diffraction gratings.

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL
4.2.1. Sensor Fabrication
The planar waveguide sensing device consisted of three major components: a
waveguiding layer, a pair of integral diffraction gratings, and a transducing layer (Figure
4.1). The substrate was a fused quartz microscope slide (25 mm X 75 mm X 1 mm,
Heraeus Amersil). The waveguiding layer was a silica-titania sol-gel glass composite
that was applied to the quartz substrate via a dip coating procedure that was described in
Chapter 2. This procedure produces bare (uncoated) waveguides that are approximately
0.55 fim thick with a refractive index of 1.55, and support 1-2 guided modes in the visible
spectrum. Waveguide thickness and refractive index were determined by measuring
prism coupling angles at 514.5 nm for the zero order TE and TM polarized (TEQ and
TMo) modes [100].
The grating couplers were fabricated in a Class-100 clean room. To prevent
contamination, waveguides were spin coated with photoresist immediately after
fabrication. Shipley 1805 photoresist diluted 1:1 (v/v) with type P photoresist thinner
was applied to the surface of the waveguide through a 0.2 pim filter and then spun at 4000
rpm for 30 sec, which produced a photoresist layer about 1800 A thick. The coated
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waveguide was then baked for 30 min at 92 °C. Two diffraction gratings, separated by 25
mm, were fabricated in the photoresist layer. The holographic exposures were made by
illuminating the layer with two interfering, 441.6 nm plane waves separated angularly by
90°, using a Lloyd's mirror arrangement (Figure 4.2) [253]. The source was the 441.6 nm
line of a He-Cd laser (Kimmon Electric IK 5651 R-G) that was spatially filtered and
expanded to a beam diameter of about 5 cm (0.3 mW/cm^). The incident angle was 33.7°
from the surface normal of the photoresist layer, which produced a grating periodicity of
approximately 0.4 pim. The exposure time was 30-45 s. The photoresist layer was
developed in a solution of 1:4 (v/v) Shipley 351 developer and water. The progress of the
development was monitored by measuring the negative first-order diffraction efficiency
(Figure 4.3), and was stopped by washing for 1 min in deionized water. The photoresist
layer was not post-baked. The grating patterns in the photoresist layer were used as a
mask for etching of the upper surface of the waveguiding layer. Transfer of the grating
pattern was pjerformed by reactive ion milling for 2 min in a C2F6 atmosphere at a
pressure of 5x10^ torr (Figure 4.4). A groove depth of approximately 80 nm was
obtained by etching for 2 min. The photoresist mask was then removed by sonicating the
waveguide structure in acetone for 30 min at 30 °C. Grating morphology was examined
by scanning electron microscopy employing the procedures described in Chapter 2.
After grating fabrication, the transducing (indicator) layer was dip coated over the
waveguiding layer (Figiu-e 4.5). Coating solutions were prepared from a mixture of
precursor silanes dissolved in ethanol: methyltriethoxysilane (MTES, 99%, Aldrich),
dimethyldiethoxysilane (DMES, 99%, Aldrich), and diphenyldiethoxysilane (DPDS,
99%,

Aldrich).

Concentrated

HNOs

was

used

as

the

catalyst.

Ethanol:MTES:DMES:DPDS:HN03 were mixed in a volume ratio of 40:20:20:5:3. The
sol was colorless and very stable; no precipitate was observed after three months of
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Figure 4.5. Procedure for sol-gel lOW iodine sensor fabrication
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storage at room temperature in a closed container. Indicator films were coated on
waveguides at a withdrawal speed of 12 cm/min, followed by curing in atmosphere al
100°C for 6 hours. When not in use, waveguide sensors were stored in a sealed container
in the dark at room temperature.
For characterization purposes, indicator layers were also prepared by coating the
sol directly onto glass microscope slides and single crystal Si wafers.

The

MTES:DMES:DPDS volumetric ratio was a variable in a subset of these samples. The Si
wafers (0.43 mm thick, <111> orientation with p-type resistivity of 5-15 ohm/cm,
polished on one side) were cleaned by using the procedure described in Chapter 2. Solgel films coated on wafers were either dried at room temperature in a dessicator for 15
min, or were annealed in air for 15 min at curing temperatures ranging from 100 °C to
600 °C. Approximately half of the area of each wafer was coated, which left the
remainder available for collecting a reference infrared spectrum.
4.2.2. Characterization of Sol-Gel Indicator Layers
The thickness and refractive index of indicator layers were determined using a
Gaertner Scientific Model L116C ellipsometer to measure the amplitude ratio {ip) and
phase difference (A) of 633 nm light reflected at 70°. Iterative computation yielded the
thickness and index by constraining the former parameter to be ^ 2000 A.

This

assumption is reasonable based on the relatively low viscosity of the coating solutions.
UV-visible transmission spectra were recorded using a diode array spectrometer
(Hewlett-Packard 8452A).

Fourier transform infrared transmission spectra were

recorded using a Nicolet 510? FT-IR spectrophotometer under a dry N2 purge. Spectra
consisting of 100 coadded scans were acquired from 400 to 4(XX) cm-i at a resolution of 4
cm-i. The sample was a Si wafer coated with an indicator layer on each side. Reference
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spectra were acquired from the uncoated portion of each wafer, which enabled the Si
absorption background to be subtracted.
4.2.3. Sensor Response to Iodine
A simple iodine-generating apparatus was constructed from compressed nitrogen
gas sources, a flow meter, a regulating needle valve, and a diffusion tube that contained
iodine crystals. A gas mixing manifold was used to mix the N2 stream that contained 12
with a stream of pure N2, and introduce the mixture into the flow cell, which enclosed the
waveguide sensor. By varying the mixing ratio, a steady state flow rate of 50 cm^/min
was maintained in the flow cell. The iodine concentration in the gas was calibrated by
flowing it through a known volume of ethanol at constant rate of 50 cc/min. The
absorbance of the charge U^sfer complex formed between I2 and ethanol (observed as a
bright yellow color) was measured at 444 nm using a molar absorptivity of 960 M-'cm*'
(our measurement).
A diagram of the optical train is shown in Figure 4.6. The TEMQO 488 nm line
from an argon laser (Ion Laser Technology 5500) was mechanically chopped at 925 Hz,
directed through a halfwave fresnel rhomb for control of input polarization, and focused
onto the incoupling grating of the sensor with a 0.5 m FL lens. The incident power was
approximately 1 mW. The flow cell containing the sensor was mounted on a manual
rotary stage to accurately select the incident angle. Light was launched into the TMQ
mode, propagated in the lOW, and was outcoupled at the second grating coupler. The
distance between the two gratings (the sensor interaction length) was 25 mm. The
outcoupled light intensity was monitored with a photodiode (Liconix 40D) coupled to a
lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) that was referenced to the chopper
frequency to reduce noise and discriminate against ambient light. The output from the
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Figure 4.6. Schcmalic of inslrumenlal arrangemenl used lo lest the response of the planar waveguide
sensor to halogen gases.
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lock-in amplifier was sampled at 10 points/s with an A/D board (National Instruments
ATMIO 16L) installed in a PC-386 computer, using Lab Windows control software
(National Instruments).
The response time of the sensor was measured by alternating the gas stream
flowing through the cell between the mixed I2/N2 stream and the pure nitrogen stream.
The response time was defined as the period required for the photodiode output to reach
90% of the total signal change. The sensor response to I2 in the presence of CI 2 was also
e.xamined. A N2 gas stream with a CI2 concentration of 10 ppm (v/v) was generated at a
flow rate of 40 cm^/min using a gas permeation source system (VICI Metronics). The
sensor response was characterized by alternately exposing it to a mixed CI2/I2/N2 stream,
a mixed €12/^2 stream, and the pure nitrogen stream. All measurements were made at
room temperature.

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
43.1. Effect of Precursor Ratio on Indicator Film Properties
An initial evaluation of phenyl-modified sol-gel films as indicators (Figure 4.7)
for waveguide-based sensing of gaseous iodine was performed. Films were dip coated at
12 cm/min onto bare glass microscope slides from sols in which the molar ratio of the
silane precursors was varied. All films were cured for 6 hr at 100 °C. Qualitative
evaluations of optical clarity, mechanical durability, and response to iodine were
performed.

Relative mechanical durability was assessed by noting the ease of

introducing a scratch in the film with Tefion tweezers. The macroscopic 12 response was
tested by placing the film in an air-filled vessel containing iodine crystals, visually
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Figure 4.7. Structure of phenyl and methyl modified sol-gel polymer.

Table 4.1.

Effect of Sol Composition on Indicator Film Properties

Ratio (v/v) of

Optical

Mechanical

ethanol:MTES:DMES:

Clarity

Durability ^

Response

Recovery

Time

Time

soft

not tested

not tested

DPDS:concentrated HNO3
40:8:32:5:3

cloudy; cracked
upon drying

40:20:20:5:3

transparent

hard

7s

15 s

40:32:8:5:3

transparent

very hard

3.1 min

4.8 min

Intensity of Response ^
40:20:20:2:3

transparent

hard

faint

40:20:20:6:3

transparent

hard

moderate

40:20:20:10:3

transparent

soft

high

^ Soft = easily scratched with Tellon tweezers; hard = scratched under moderate pressure; very hard = could not
be scratched.
Time required for response to and recovery from exfxjsure to air saturated with I2 vapor.
^ Visually scorcd al ter cxpt>sure lo air saturated with I2 vapor.
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observing the extent of, and time required for, a violet color to develop in the film, and
the time required for the tilm to become transparent after removing it from the vessel.
Some results of the evaluation are listed in Table 4.1. The molar ratio of the
silane precursors in the sol was found to significantly affect the properties of the film. At
relatively low MTES content, the films were cloudy and thus unsuitable for optical
spectroscopy. As the MTES content was increased, the films became transparent.
Increasing MTES content was also positively correlated with hardness, which was
probably due to a greater degree of crosslinking, since MTES is trifunctional while
DMES and DPDS are bifunctional. The intensity of the color development in films upon
exposure to iodine vapor was positively correlated with DPDS content.

(Iodine

adsorption to sol-gel films prepared without DPDS was observable; however, the
response was very slow and only a weak color change was observed.) At a DPDS
content greater than 15% (v/v of total siloxane), the films were mechanically soft, which
was probably due to a lower degree of siloxane crosslinking. The response time of very
hard films, prepared with a MTES content greater than 50% (v/v of total silo.xane), was
several minutes, which was deemed unacceptably slow. This result was probably due to
a relatively high degree of crosslinking. Films prepared with DMES exhibited a much
faster recovery time than those prepared without DMES. This "methyl effect" is
attributed to a more porous structure resulting from the bifunctional reactivity of DMES
[254]. Regardless of composition, the recovery time was always longer than the response
time, which indicates that the desorption process is slower than the adsorption process.
Overall the evaluation showed that the indicator film properties can be varied over a
considerable range by adjusting the chemical composition of the sol. Based on these
preliminary results, a composition of 40 ml ethanol, 20 ml MTES, 20 ml DMES, 5 ml
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Visible absorbance spectra of a waveguide sensor, recorded in a

transmission geometry, (A) before and (B) after exposure to air saturated with I2 vapor.
The I2 concentration in the saturated air was calculated to be 520 ppm using the ClausiusClaperyon equation based on the sublimation entropy of I2 at 25 °C [259].
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DPDS, and 3 ml concentrated HNO3 was selected as optimum for fabrication of indicator
films for planar waveguide iodine sensors.
4.3.2. Physical and Spectroscopic Characterization of Indicator Films
Using ellipsometry, a thickness of 0.11 /<m and a refractive index of 1.46 for were
determined for indicator films coated on Si wafers. This index is higher than the value of
1.4 typical of porous gels that are prepared from sols containing only aliphatic siloxanes,
and is due to the phenyl content of the film [121].
As described in Chapter 2, the propagation loss of the bare sol-gel waveguides
fabricated in our laboratory is approximately 0.1 dB/cm (514.5 nm light prism coupled
into the TEQ mode under air). The propagation loss of waveguides coated with a
MTES:DMES:DPDS indicator films was not measured, but was estimated to be less than
I dB/cm (based on a measurement of 1 dB/cm for a waveguide coated with a 0.11 ;<m
thick MTES sol-gel film in Chapter 3). A relatively low attenuation (< 1 dB/cm) is
advantageous when measuring small absorbances at low analyte concentrations.
Transmission spectra of planar waveguide sensors recorded prior to and
immediately after exposure to air saturated with iodine vapor are shown in Figure 4.8.
Interference fringes were the major feature present in the specUiam recorded prior to b
exposure. After exposure, a strong absorbance band centered at 490 nm was observed,
which is attributed to molecular I2 adsorbed to phenyl groups in the indicator film,
forming a charge transfer complex. (Note that the magnitude of this band cannot be
quantitatively interpreted because iodine was desorbing from the film while the spectrum
was being acquired). This absorption band is due to the allowed Jig-Ou transition of the I2
molecule. The X-max of 490 nm represents a blue-shift of 28 nm from the visible
absorption band of iodine vapor (?^a.x = 518 nm, [255]). This blue shift is due to an
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increase in the energy separation between the Jt and a levels of I2 when it forms a chargetransfer complex with an organic electron-pair donor S [256J. The spectrum of I2
adsorbed to the sensor also exhibited another absorption band at 250-300 nm; this chargetransfer band is due to the transition from a ground state S-I2 to an excited state S+I2". In
principle, an absorbance-based sensor for iodine could utilize either band.

Monitoring

the band centered at 490 nm was selected as the basis for the planar lOW-ATR sensor
described in this paper because its position is an excellent match for the argon laser line at
488 nm, and it is difficult to fabricate a planar lOW that will propagate UV radiation
efficiently. Furthermore, even if a UV-transmitting lOW were available, coating it with a
phenyl-modified indicator layer would cause strong attenuation of the guided mode.
FT-IR spectroscopy was used to examine the structure of MTES:DMES:DPDS
films dip coated on silicon wafers (but not exposed to 12). The 2600-3800 cm-^ regions
from spectra that were acquired on a coated wafer that was annealed at successively
higher temperatures are shown in Figure 4.9. The broad absorption band centered near
3300 cm-i (in the spectra corresponding to annealing temperatures £200 °C) is due to the
adsorbed water and residual ethanol. This band disappeared at atmealing temperatures
^00 °C, meaning that the solvents were eliminated. The pair of peaks at 3073 cm-^ and
3052 cm-i are assigned to the aromatic C-H stretches of the Si-phenyl structure [257].
The peaks at 2965 cm-^ and 2907 cm*^ are assigned to C-H stretching vibrations of the Si CH3 group [257]. The intensity of these four bands was nearly constant at annealing

temperatures up to 400 °C. Annealing at 500 °C caused a decrease in intensity' of
approximately 50%. After annealing at 600 "C, the C-H stretching bands disappeared;
the broad band centered near 3400 cm-^ attributed to the Si-OH stretch, is the dominant
feature. These changes indicate that the silicon-carbon linkages are thermally stable up to
400 °C and are oxidized to Si-OH at temperatures >500 °C [254]. Elimination of organic
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High frequency FT-IR spectra of a MTES:DMES:DPDS sol-gel film (one

layer coated on both sides of a Si wafer) dried at room temperature, followed by annealing
for 15 min at successively higher temperatures (ranging from 100 °C to 600 °C). Spectra
were corrected for Si absorption by subtracting the spectrum of the uncoated portion of the
wafer. For clearer presentation, spectra are offset from one another by 0.06 au.
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Lx)w frequency FT-IR spectra of a MTES:DMES:DPDS sol-gel film (one

layer coated on both sides of a Si wafer) dried at room temperature, followed by annealing
for 15 min at successively higher temperatures (ranging from ICQ °C to 600 °C). Spectra
were corrected for Si absorption by subtracting the spectrum of the uncoated portion of the
wafer. For clearer presentation, spectra are offset from one another by 0.3 au.
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carbon from the film by annealing at 600 °C was accompanied by a change in surface
wettability. At annealing temperatures below 400 °C, the film surfacc was moderately
hydrophobic whereas after thermal oxidation, the surface was moderately hydrophilic
(static water contact angles of 76° and 18°, respectively).
The corresponding low-frequency (400-1800 cm"^)

spectra of

the

MTESrDMESrDPDS coated wafer are shown in Figure 4.10. At annealing temperatures
s400 °C, the spectra are similar. The band at 1269 cm-^ is due to a symmetric
deformation of the Si-CHs group [Chapter 2]; the bands at 857 cm-^ and 803 cm-^ are
also likely associated with Si-CHa [257]. The peaks at the 1431 cm-i and 1127 cm-^ are
characteristic of the Si-phenyl structure [257]. The bands at 1088 cm-i and 1028 cm-^ are
due to asymmetric stretching vibrations of Si-O-Si bridging sequences [221,257]. As the
annealing temperature was increased, these two bands were inverted in relative intensity
and broadened to the high-frequency side, changes that have been attributed to
densification of the gel. The peaks at 700 cm-^ and 718 cm-^ are likely due to Si-CHs
and/or aromatic C-H modes [257,258]. The peak at 511 cm-i has been attributed to the
0-Si-phenyl linkage [258]. The absence of bands in the 550-600 cm-^ region is
noteworthy since it indicates that siloxane rings are not a major constituent of the gel
[258]. Thus it appears that the siloxane backbone is primarily chain-like, which is
consistent with the content of bifunctional silane in the sol. All of the bands due to Si-C
were eliminated after the wafer was annealed at 600 °C, and two new bands appeared in
the spectrum. The peak at 440 cm-^ is assigned to an Si-O-Si bend, and the weaker band
near 950 cm-^ is due to an Si-OH stretch [221,222,258].
The IR spectra confirm that the phenyl group is covalently immobilized in the solgel material. This is in contrast to the majority of sol-gel based sensors described in the
literature, in which physical entrapment of the indicator has been the predominate
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immobilization method [141,142]. Covalent immobilization is preferred because of its
inherently greater stability and because it eliminates leaching of the indicator into
solution (for sensors used in a liquid phase).
43.3. Grating Couplers
Prism coupling was employed in our initial work on laminate planar waveguide
sensors for pH and dissolved Pb2+ (see Chapter 3). In that case, a portion of the
waveguide was not coated with the indicator film so that efficient coupling could be
achieved by clamping the prism directly to the upper surface of the waveguide. The
drawback of this geometry is that the refractive index of the waveguide superstrate varied
across the sensing structure, which caused scattering losses when the guided mode
traversed the boundaries between different superstrate media (from water at the
incoupling spot, through the indicator layer, under the flow cell gasket, and finally air)
[100]. This problem has been eliminated in the sensing structure described here by
incorporating input and output diffraction grating couplers into the waveguide, within the
boundaries of the flow cell gasket This geometry ensures that a constant set of mode
propagation conditions exists between the incoupling and outcoupling spots. In addition,
grating coupling is more practical than prism coupling for waveguide-based chemical
sensing because once fabricated, the gratings are an integral and permanent part of the
sensor.
The gratings were fabricated in the waveguide layer rather than in the quartz
substrate because the photoresist adhered more strongly to the surface of the waveguide.
The superior adhesion is presumably due to the moderately hydrophobic character of the
waveguiding material (static water contact angle of ca. 40°), which contains -SiCHs
groups. A SEM image of a grating etched for 2 min into a sol-gel waveguide is shown in
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SEM image of a grating coupler etched into the upper surface of a silica-

titania sol-gel glass planar waveguide. The scale bar is 1 pim.
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Figure 4.11. The etching rate was about 400 A/min. After stripping the remainder of the
photoresist mask, the indicator layer was coated over the waveguide to produce a sensor.
Thus the grating couplers were "buried" under a 0.11 pim thick porous sol-gel glass,
which protected them from contamination and physical damage. Coupling efficiency was
not measured but was adequate to enable a laser power of 1 mW to be used for the
sensing experiments described below. We estimate that a coupling efficiency of ca. 10%
is typically achieved in these waveguide structures.
4.3.4. Sensor Response to Iodine
Several sensors were fabricated and tested for response to gaseous iodine. The
response of a typical sensor exposed alternately to pure N2 and 4 ppm I2 in N2 (v/v) is
shown in Figure 4.12.

At this concentration, the ratio of change-in-outcoupled-Iight-

intensity-to-noise was approximately 50. The response time was rapid (7 sec) and fully
reversible (15 sec). A calibration curve of absorbance measured as a function of I2
concentration is plotted in Figure 4.13. At 100 ppb iodine, the absorbance was 4.5 times
greater than the noise level. Fluctuations in laser power and gas flow rate were the
primary sources of noise. By extrapolation, the minimum detectable I2 concentration is
estimated to be 60 ppb. It is important to note that a lower LOD could be achieved by
increasing the distance between the incoupling and outcoupling gratings (25 mm in the
current waveguide structure), which would increase the effective optical pathlength of the
sensor.
The response was linear between I2 concentrations of 100 ppb and 15 ppm.
Between 15 and 25 ppm, the response curve rose to an asymptote. In this concentration
regime, the measurement of light intensity outcoupled from the sensor was compromised
by the presence of stray light; above 25 ppm, very little light was outcoupled and stray
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Response of a sol-gel planar waveguide sensor when exposed alternately

to (A) 4 ppm iodine in nitrogen and (B) pure nitrogen.
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light dominated the signal. With reference to Figure 4.13, it is clear that saturation of the
sensor with I2 occurs at concentrations much greater than 25 ppm. (Due to the practical
difficulty of generating a very large range of gaseous iodine concentrations, the complete
isotherm for I2 adsorption to the sensing layer was not measured). Thus by shortening
the distance between the grating couplers (Le., the pathlength), the sensor could be used
to measure 12 concentrations greater than 25 ppm, but at the expense of an increase in the
LOD.
For applications in environmental monitoring, a selective response to I2 in the
presence of CI2 or other electron acceptors is of particular interest. Since both halogens
should form charge-transfer complexes with aromatic groups, CI 2 is expected to compete
with 12 for adsorption sites in the sol-gel indicator film. The sensor response to iodine in
the presence of chlorine was therefore also examined. Results from a typical experiment
are shown in Figure 4.14. When the sensor was exposed to 10 ppm CI2 in nitrogen, no
change in outcoupled light intensity was observed relative to pure nitrogen. However, the
signal became considerably less noisy, which was may have been due to a more constant
gas flow. When the sensor was exposed to a mixed stream of 10 ppm CI2 and 4 ppm 12 in
nitrogen, a decrease in outcoupled light intensity was observed. The signal remmed to
baseline upon flushing with pure nitrogen. Based on the calibration curve plotted in
Figure 4.13, the magnitude of the response was statistically indistinguishable from that
measured for 4 ppm I2 in nitrogen (no CI2). The response and reversal times were also
equivalent to those measured in the absence of CI2. Since no interference was observed,
sufficient adsorption sites must be available to complex with ppm levels of I2 even in the
presence of comparable concentrations of CI 2. Some interference probably does occur at
much higher combined concentrations of CI2 and 12- However, this concentration range
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Response of a sol-gel planar waveguide sensor when exposed

successively to (A) 10 ppm chlorine in nitrogen, (B) pure nitrogen, (C) 10 ppm chlorine
plus 4 ppm iodine in nitrogen, and (D) pure nitrogen.
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was not investigated due to practical difficulties in generating much higher gaseous
halogen concentrations.
The performance of this sensor is a significant improvement over previously
reported gaseous iodine sensors, particularly with respect to sensitivity, response time,
and reversibility. For example. Snow et al. [244] measured conductivity and frequency
changes caused by halogens reacting with mixed Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films of
various phthalocyanine and stearyl alcohol deposited on a surface acoustic wave device.
At an 12 concentration of 400 ppm, the response time was greater than 10 min and the
desorption process was significantly slower.

Lando and coworkers [241,242] reported

response times of 2 min or greater for halogen adsorption (at concentrations > 10 ppm))
to multilayer phthalocyanine LB films coated over a conductivity sensor. The response
to CI2 was not reversible at room temperature. The response to 12 was reversible but
highly dependent on temperature and the recovery time was not reported. The limit of
detection was not addressed in either of these studies. Jendrasiak et al. showed that the
conductivity of dried phospholipid films is highly sensitive to iodine [245]. However,
such films are difficult to prepare and are much less mechanically and chemically stable
than the sol-gel based indicator materials described here.
Finally, the sensor was very stable. After storage in a dark, sealed container at
room temperature for three months, the response to 4 ppm I2 was statistically
indistinguishable from that measured prior to the storage period.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel optical sensor for measuring gaseous iodine has been developed. The
charge transfer complex formed between iodine and the phenyl moieties in the indicator
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phase is detected as attenuated total reflection of the light propagating in the waveguide.
The sensor is highly sensitive, responds selectively to iodine in the presence of chlorine,
and exhibits a stable response for at least three months. The performance of this sensor is
a significant improvement over previously reported gaseous iodine sensors, particularly
with respect to sensitivity, response time, and reversibility. The rapid response and
recovery times of the planar lOW-ATR sensor reported here are attributed to two
parameters: the porosity and the thickness of the indicator phase. The sol-gel indicator
material could also be used to coat optical fibers, which would make it possible to
fabricate rapidly responding, reversible sensors designed to operate in much smaller
volumes, albeit with reduced sensitivity relative to the lOW geometry.
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CHAPTERS
FORMATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF lOW-SUPPORTED ZINC
OCTABUTOXY-PHTHALOCYANINE LB FILMS

5.1. INTRODUCTION
A related line of inquiry in this research project is the characterization of thin
films at molecular level. This chapter has attempted to examine the molecular orientation
in zinc octabutoxy-phthalocyanine (ZnPc) LB films, as well as their possible application
as transducing layers in sensing technology. There is now substantial interest in
combining integrated optical waveguide technology with the characterization of thin film
molecular assemblies, and in exploiting these combinations in new chemical sensor
technologies [260]. The lOW has the potential to detect extremely small changes in
absorbance and/or refractive index occurring in monolayers of molecular assemblies
during interactions with various gas or solution species [64-70,93-100].
The most commonly used method to construct ordered arrays of molecules has
been the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [192]. As mentioned earlier, it has been shown
that macrocyclic aromatic compounds, such as phthalocyanines and porphyrins, can be
deposited as monolayers or multilayers on solid substrates using LB technique [201-209].
The phthalocyanine ring systems that have been deposited include those with or without
metals in the center of the ring; with zero, three, four, or eight peripheral groups. Side
chains can improve the solubility of phthalocyanines in nonaqueous solvents, and help to
direct their molecular architecture in either LB deposited thin films, or thin films cast
from slowly evaporating solutions [261]. The octabutoxy-phthalocyanines, substituted
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with aikoxy groups at the 1,4 positions on each benzenoid portion of the molecule, are
now readily available, and provide for an easily processed Pc thin film.

Reasonable

compression behavior is seen for the copper, zinc, and nickel forms of these materials on
the LB trough [262-264]. They can be transferred as compact monolayers or multilayers
on a variety of substrates, and they show oxidative electrochemical reactivity.
The ease of oxidation, and the spectral changes through interaction with weak
oxidants, or through direct electrochemical oxidation, suggest that these materials can be
used for detection of oxidant gases such as CI2,12. or NO2, as has been shown in the past
studies of Pc thin films [241-247]. The rate of adsorption and desorption of this gaseous
oxidant, and the detection limit and selectivity of sensors based on Pc transducer layers is
a point of concern, and would appear to be dependent upon the molecular architecture
and thickness of the Pc thin film. Thus the determination of orientation and order for Pc
chromophores in Langmuir-Blodgett films is of particular importance in the development
of Pc transducing films, since these factors control spectroscopic characteristics, electrical
conductivity, and optical properties of the films. In the past decade, a variety of
analytical methods have been applied to determine the structure and orientation of LB
films. These techniques include polarized IR dichroism [265], Raman spectroscopy
[266], and second harmonic generation (SHG) [267]. More recently, integrated optical
waveguide linear dichroism has generated considerable interest for studying structural
properties of LB films due to its high sensitivity and surface selectivity [268]. This
chapter describes the use of LOW technology as a means of determining the average
orientation of the Pes in LB deposited monolayers and developing molecular sensing
devices based on LB Pc films.
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5.2. EXPERIMENTAL
5.2.1. Fabrication of Waveguides and Grating Couplers
The integrated waveguide device in this chapter consists of three main
components: a waveguiding film, grating couplers, and a ZnPc transducing layer (Figure
5.1). The silica-titania sol-gel glass waveguide was fabricated according to the procedure
described in Chapter 2. Fused quartz slides (25x75 mm) were selected as the substrate
for the enhancement of evanescent field.
All gratings were fabricated in the class 100 clean room at the Optical Sciences
Center of the University of Arizona using the method described in chapter 4. Gratings
were characterized by contact mode AFM (Digital Instruments) using a modified Si3N4
tip.
5.2.2. Langmuir-Blodgett Deposition
Commercially available zinc 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-phthalocyanine
(Aldrich) was used without further purification. The spreading solution was prepared by
dissolving the Pc in chloroform at 1 mg/ml. This solution was spread onto a water
subphase purified by the Nanopure D4751 system. A NIMA 611 LB trough was used to
measure the surface pressure-area isotherm at 24 °C. The sol-gel derived waveguides
were cleaned by soaking for 20 min in an 80 °C chromic acid-sulfuric acid bath followed
by rinsing and drying. The cleaning process produced a hydrophilic surface for
deposition. The waveguide was immersed in the LB trough subphase prior to spreading
and compressing the monolayer. LB deposition on sol-gel glass waveguides was
performed at a surface pressure of 25 mN/m and a dipping speed of 15 mm/min. For
characterization by waveguide linear dichroism, approximately half of the area of each
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of an lOW-ATR iodine sensor based on a ZnPc LB monolayer.
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waveguide was coated with a Pc LB monolayer, which left the remainder available for
measuring a reference loss coefficient. In addition to monolayer films, a five layer film
was also fabricated to enable measurement of an absorbance spectrum in a transmission
geometry.
5.2.3. Characterization of LB Films
UV-visible absorbance spectra of LB films were recorded using a HITACHI U2000 spectrophotometer. The mean orientation of the Pc rings in an LB monolayer was
determined using planar waveguide linear dichroism. The 488 nm line of a Coherent
Innova 70-5 argon ion laser was coupled into zeroth order TE and TM polarized modes.
The incident power was 2 mW. A half-wave Fresnel rhomb was used to select input
polarization. Propagation losses of waveguides were measured at 488 nm by digital
photography using the procedure described in Chapter 2. Attenuation curves were
acquired from both the coated and uncoated portions of each waveguide to enable the
bare waveguide loss coefficient to be subtracted. The CPK model of ZnPc(OBu)4 was
calculated to determine the dimensions of the molecules using Spartan ab initio program
SGI/IRIX 4.0. la.
5.2.4. Sensor Response to Iodine
A gas flow system was constructed to characterize the response to I2 of Pc LB
films deposited on planar waveguides. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4.6.
The 514.5 nm laser output was grating coupled into and out of the TM 1 mode of the

low.

The distance between the gratings (/.«., the sensor interaction length) was

approximately 25 mm. The outcoupled light intensity was measured with a photodiode
coupled to a lock-in amplifier, which was referenced to the chopper frequency. The
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iodine concentration in the gas was calibrated by using the procedure described in
Chapter 4.

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
53.1. AFM Characterization of Grating Couplers

Diffraction grating couplers were fabricated into the waveguide structure. The
use of gratings is a more practical alternative to prisms for sensing since they are an
integral and permanent part of the waveguide structure. The gratings were characterized
by contact-mode AFM (Figure 5.2). Because of the difficulties in imaging such deep,
narrow structures with conventional AFM tips, a modified tip was used. An SEM image
of the tip is shown in Figure 5.3. A high aspect ratio carbonaceous tip was grown on the
end of a gold-coated standard Si3N4 tip via electron-beam induced deposition [269].
Such tips are usually several hundred nanometers long, with a diameter less than 100 nm
along much of the tip length. The fiat grating bottoms seen in Figure 5.2b indicate that
these tips did reach the bottom of grooves. The AFM images indicate that the grating
period is 0.35 (im and the average groove depth is 80 nm. Both plasma etch and ion
milling methods have been evaluated in grating fabrication. Ion beam etching has
generated increased interest recently due to the trend toward very fine geometry (<0.5 |x)
structures in microelectronics and integrated optics.

The ion beam is of uniform density

and well collimated. The AI^ results indicated that the ion etched gratings represent a
considerable improvement over plasma etching results (AFM images not shown) in
patterning accuracy, cleanliness, uniformity, and reproducibility.
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(a)

0.5

1.0
Distance(jim)

Figure 5.2.

(a) AFM image of a 2[Am X 2nm area of a grating coupler etched into the

upper surface of a silica-titania sol-gel glass planar waveguide, (b) An average surface
profile, calculated from the area inside the box drawn in part (a). The profile shows a
grating depth of 80 nm and a period of 350 nm.

Figure 5.3.

SEM image of the modified AFM tip (see text) at a magnification of 10,600.
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53.2. Fabrication of ZnPc LB Alms
Several phthalocyanines were tested to determine their reactivity to iodine. Zinc
phthalocyanine (Figure 5.4) was found to show good sensitivity to the presence of
gaseous iodine, therefore, ZnPc was chosen for evaluation as the lOW coating. Figure
5.5 shows the CPK space filling model of ZnPc(0Bu)8. The surface pressure-area
isotherm of ZnPc is shown in Figure 5.6. The isotherm indicates that at least three
distinct molecular arrangements occur during compression. The transition observed at
about 5 mN/m is attributed to the interaction between side chains of phthalocyanine
molecules. The corresponding molecular area is about 300 A 2. The isotherm also shows
an inflection point at about 10 mN/m, which corresponds to a molecular area of 170 A 2.
This area is consistent with an LB film where the phthalocyanine rings are likely oriented
parallel to the trough surface, this molecular arrangement has not proven to be stable.
The most significant transition occurs at the surface pressure above 20 mN/m. The area
per molecule was about 65 A^, which suggests that the phthalocyanine molecules are
edge-on in the water, stacking with the molecular plane perpendicular to the surface. The
area per ZnPc molecule for an edge-on orientation is about 80 A 2 based on CPK model
calculation. This molecular arrangement can transferred to the substrate by dip
deposition, while the other transitions can not be transferred as stable mono- or
multilayers. A monolayer was deposited on each side of a waveguide substrate for the
optical sensing measurements. The five layer film on both sides of the substrate was
fabricated for the purpose of characterization by transmission UV-visible spectroscopy.
Both monolayers and multilayers could be satisfactorily deposited with transfer ratios of
ca. 1.0.
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Figure 5.4. Molecular structure of zinc 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25octabutoxyphthalocyanine.

Figure 5.5.

CPK model of zinc 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxyphthalocyanine,
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Figure 5.6. Surface pressure-area isotherm of zinc octabutoxyphthalocyanine on a water
subphase.
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53.3. Spectral Characterization of ZnPc LB Films
The five layer ZnPc LB film was visibly blue and optically uniform. The
absorption spectra of the monolayer and five layer phthalocyanine LB films are shown in
Figure 5.7. The monomeric phthalocyanine Q-band at 745 nm is prominent in the UV Vis spectrum, a 12 nm blue shift in comparison with the solution spectra (Figure 5.8).
According to the molecular exciton model, the formation of parallel oligomers causes the
spectrum of the monomer to broaden and blue shift. Some degree of molecular
aggregation of Fc molecules is also indicated, based on the high and low energy
shoulders at 670 nm and 820 nm. The zinc phthalocyanine LB films also display three
broad bands at about 362 nm, 416 nm, and 480 nm. These bands correspond to the ti-k*
(Soret) transition of the phthalocyanine conjugated backbone [270]. The absorbance
spectra indicate a approximate linear relationship between absorbance of phthalocyanine
films and the number of monolayers.
5.3.4. Molecular Orientation in ZnPc LB Monolayer
The orientation of zinc phthalocyanine monolayers was investigated by integrated
optical waveguide linear dichroism. The absorbance of each waveguide propagation
mode, expressed as a dichroic ratio of TE to TM mode, is related to the transition
moment fi and the angle of inclination of the molecular axis. In general, when the
electric dipole transitions interact with the electric field vector of the evanescent wave E,
the absorption is proportional to

and E is composed of orthogonal components Ex,

Ey, and E^ [260]:

(5.1a)
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Figure 5.7.

Visible absorbance spectra of zinc octabutoxyphthalocyanine LB monolayer

(A) and five layer (B) films recorded in a transmission geometry.
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chloroform.

Visible absorbance spectrum of zinc octabutoxyphthalocyanine dissolved in
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where rti and /I2 represent the refractive indices of the superstrate and waveguide
respectively. 0, is the angle of total internal reflection at the waveguide/superstrate
interface.
To obtain the orientation using the dichroic ratio, two approximations can be
made to simplify the analysis: (i) The zinc phthalocyanine electric dipole transitions are
X,

y polarized in the molecular plane; (ii) There is no preferential ordering of

phthalocyanine molecules along either the x or y axes [271,272]. Under these conditions,
the relative thin film absorbances along x, y, and z are
A-f., -

(1 + sin'0)

(5.2a)
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(5.2b)
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where fi is the electric dipole transition moment of Pc in molecular plane, and d is the
angle between the Pc ring plane and waveguide surface normal.
The relationship between d , averaged over a large number of molecules, and the
dichroic ratio of thin film absorbances (p) is:
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Using the ray optics approximation, reflection density in an lOW is given by [95]
N I D " (2^2 tan 0, +

(5.4)

+ ^23)'^

where d2 is the lOW thickness, D is the distance over which the ATR measurement is
made, and A21 and A23 are the Goos-Hanchen phase shifts at the lOW/superstrate and
lOW/substrate interfaces, respectively.
The dichroic ratio is determined using lOW-ATR by ratioing the thin film
absorbances in TM and TE polarized modes. The dichroic ratio is given by
(5.5)

The average tilt angle between the phthalocyanine plane and the lOW surface normal can
be calculated by rearranging eq. 5.5 to solve for 6.

(5.6)

The tilt angle was 48°d^° (n=3) from the surface normal. This result indicates that the
phthalocyanine ring plane is actually equidistant between the monolayer plane and the
surface normal.
It is well known that a substantial attractive Ji-n: interaction exists between
phthalocyanine rings. In the absence of steric constraints from multiple aliphatic chains,
the K-n attraction is sufficiently strong that significant aggregation can occur prior to
compression of the monolayer. As the number of aliphatic chains on the ring periphery
increases, the phthalocyanine rings must pack more loosely.

Obviously, the

phthalocyanine ring orientation is dependent upon the interaction between phthalocyanine
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rings, the interaction between phthaiocyanine and waveguide surface, and packing
constraints imposed by the pendant aliphatic chains. Also, the molecular orientations on
the trough and on the solid substrate may not be the same. Therefore, 48° is a reasonable
result It is also important to note that absorption linear dichroism measurement gives
only the mean tilt angle of the dipoles in a LB monolayer, and no information on the
distribution of orientations about the mean is available.

5J.5. Response to Iodine
The redox properties of a Pc molecule is affected by the nature of its substituent
groups. The alkoxy groups are electron-donating, thus, ZnPc(OBu)g is expected to
exhibit good reactivity as a solid state iodine sensor. The feasibility of detecting gaseous
I2 using an lOW-supported zinc phthaiocyanine LB film has been examined. The weak
complexation of iodine molecules with phthaiocyanine monolayer is detected as a change
in the film molar absorptivity at 514.5 nm, which arises from an allowed k-o transition
of iodine molecules complexed with Pc monolayer. The large in-plane path length
enhancement provided by the lOW geometry makes it possible to measure absorption of
light in an organic monolayer.
The waveguide sensor was mounted in the gas flow cell, and 514.5 nm light was
grating coupled into and out of the TM1 mode of the lOW. The outcoupled light intensity
was detected with a photodiode, as described above. The response to 5 ppm, 10 ppm, 15
ppm iodine vapor is shown in Figure 5.9. The response was both rapid and reversible
with high signal/noise ratio. The outcoupled light intensity decreased sharply when ppm
level iodine was introduced into the flow cell, with a response time less than 10 seconds.
When the flow was switched to pure nitrogen, the intensity increased rapidly at first and
then more slowly, which indicates two types of interactions between iodine and the Pc
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Figure 5.9.

Response of a planar waveguide sensor based on a ZnPc LB monolayer

when exposed alternately to (A) 5 ppm, 10 ppm, and 15 ppm iodine in nitrogen,
respectively, and (B) pure nitrogen.
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film: surface and bulk desorption. The recovery time is about 3 minutes, which is much
longer than the response time. The calibration curve of the lOW sensor is shown in
Figure 5.10. The error bars represent the fluctuation of iodine gas flow system rather
than the sensing resolution. The detection limit of the sensor is 1 ppm. The response was
linear between 12 concentrations of 1 ppm and 30 ppm. The sensor was saturated at the
concentration of 40 ppm. The relatively small dynamic range is due to the monolayer
nature of the transducing film. These initial results indicate that the spectroscopic
properties of Pc LB films are extremely sensitive to the presence of gaseous I2.

5.4. CONCLUSIONS
A new optical sensing platform has been developed by combining LB deposition
and planar optical waveguide technology. Langmuir-Blodgett technology has been used
for preparing ordered zinc phthalocyanine molecular arrays for iodine sensing
applications as well as for the study of monolayer orientation. The surface pressure-area
isotherm of zinc phthalocyanine was interpreted as consisting of three distinct stages,
however, only one stable molecular arrangement can be transferred to the substrate as
mono- or multilayers. The ATR linear dichroism revealed that the phthalocyanine rings
are oriented with an average angle of 48°. This work has demonstrated that optical
sensing to ppm level gaseous iodine can be achieved via Pc LB films coated on a planar
low with very rapid response time. Overall the deposition of mono- and multilayer
supramolecular films by the LB technique provides excellent opportunities for the
molecular level design of sensing devices. We conjecture that a new generation ultra
sensitive sensing devices will be developed by combining the LB deposition technique
and the planar lOW platform.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1. SUMMARY
The accomplishments of this research project have been several fold: (i)
development of innovative technology for lOW fabrication; (ii) development of a new
optical chemical sensing platform based on sol-gel derived optical materials and
waveguide structures; (iii) development of lOW sensors to detect gaseous iodine; and (iv)
characterization of the molecular orientation of phthalocyanine molecules in LB
architecture. This section summarizes the results obtained in this research project.
6.1.1. Fabrication of Low-Loss Planar Waveguides
Step index, planar lOWs were fabricated via the sol-gel method from
methyltriethoxysilane and titanium tetrabutoxide precursors. This work has demonstrated
the importance of the catalyst in establishing a microhomogeneous structure for wave
propagation in sol-gel derived thin films. HCl catalysis produced waveguides with
propagation losses around 1 dB/cm, whereas in the case of SiCl4 catalysis, propagation
losses were <0.1 dB/cm, a value significantly less than any previously reported for solgel derived lOWs. An examination of film surface structure and morphology by SEM
and AFM showed that the SiCU-catalyzed lOWs were significantly smoother and more
homogeneous on a submicron scale than the HCl-catalyzed lOWs. The use of SiCU is
thought to retard formation of a microheterogeneous network containing Si-rich and Tirich domains, which is favored with HCl catalysis and contributes to the higher observed
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losses. Overall the fabrication process is simple and inexpensive and thus suitable for
mass production of low-loss glass lOWs.
6.1.2. Development of Integrated Optical pH and Pb^ Sensors
A new optical sensing platform based on a combination of planar waveguiding
and sol-gel processing technologies has been developed and tested. The sensor element
consists of a porous sol-gel layer (0.1 ptm thick) coated over a planar integrated optical
waveguide. Dissolved analytes that diffuse to and react with the indicator immobilized in
the porous layer are detected via attenuated total reflection of the light propagating in the

low. The results obtained with the pH and lead lOW-ATR sensors demonstrate that
sensitivity and rapid response can be achieved simultaneously in a sol-gel based
absorbance sensor. For monolithic sol-gel glass sensors, response time and sensitivity
tend to be mutually exclusive, since the response time is dependent on the smallest
dimension of the glass matrix [167]. The lOW-ATR geometry circumvents this problem
since the light propagates in the plane of the film, which is orthogonal to the primary
direction of analyte diffusion into the indicator layer. This design features both a large
optical path length and fast response/recovery.
The use of the sol-gel method is advantageous for several reasons: (i) Fabrication
of the waveguiding and indicator layers is technically simple and thus inexpensive and
amenable to mass production. In particular, the ease with which the indicator is
immobilized via entrapment is in sharp contrast to many methods based on covalent bond
formation. Co-immobilization of two or more indicators is equally facile, (ii) The
optical quality of the waveguiding and indicator layers is excellent. The extremely low
propagation loss of the bare waveguide is increased only moderately by addition of the
porous indicator layer. The low loss of the laminate structure makes it possible to easily
measure sample absorbance over a propagation length of several cm. (iii) Sol-gel glasses
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can be fabricated using large variety of precursors and processing conditions which
makes it possible to tailor tlie physical and optical properties of the product to suit an
intended application. With respect to the laminate lOW-ATR sensor, the thickness and
refractive indices of the two layers could be adjusted to increase the electric field
amplitude and evanescent volume in the indicator layer [85,239], which should enhance
the optical pathlength and hence the sensitivity of the device.
6.1.3. Development of Integrated Optical Gas Phase Sensors
A novel optical sensor for measuring gaseous iodine has been developed. An
indicator phase consisting of phenyl-modified, porous glass film prepared by the sol-gel
method is coated over a single mode planar waveguide containing integral grating
couplers. The charge transfer complex formed between iodine and the phenyl moieties in
the indicator phase is detected as attenuated total reflection of the light propagating in the
waveguide. The sensor is highly sensitive, responds selectively to iodine in the presence
of chlorine, and exhibits a stable response for at least three months.
The gaseous iodine sensor described in this dissertation is a significant
improvement over previously reported iodine sensors with respect to response time and
reversibility. The rapid response and recovery times of the planar lOW-ATR sensor are
attributed to two parameters: the porosity and the thickness of the indicator phase. First,
although neither surface area or porosity were measured, the results of the initial
evaluation of film properties suggest that due to a low degree of crosslinking, the
MTES:DMES:DPDS glass is a highly porous material that enhances I2 diffusion relative
to more highly crosslinked glasses prepared with a tetrafunctional silane such as
tetraethoxysilane. Second, the response time of a sol-gel sensor should be proportional to
its smallest linear dimension, which was only O.ll jim for the sensor described here. The
disadvantage of using a thin film as the indicator phase in an optical sensor is that the
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path length is inherently short, which compromises the sensitivity of the device.
However, in the planar waveguide sensor, rapid response is achieved without sacrificing
high sensitivity.
6.1.4. Characterization of lOW-Supported ZnPc LB Films
LB films have been built-up on a planar, sol-gel glass waveguide from zinc
1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-phthalocyanine. lOW linear dichroism was used to
provide insight into the molecular architecture of LB phthalocyanine films. It was shown
that the ZnPc molecules are not packed so as to provide for a purely 'edge-on' interaction
between the Pc and the lOW surface. It was found that the zinc phthalocyanine
molecules are tilted 48 degree from the surface normal. Sub-half-micrometer gratings
were incorporated into thin film waveguide as integral couplers, producing an lOW
sensor with the zinc phthalocyanine LB monolayer as the transducing layer. This design
combines high sensitivity with fast response

the intrinsically long pathlength

characteristic of lOW-attenuated reflectance spectrometry with relatively rapid diffusion
across a LB monolayer). The sensor is based on optical detection of the charge transfer
complex formed between iodine and phthalocyanine. For monolayer thin films, the
interaction with I2 at part-per-million concentrations is easily detected, with adsorption
rates fast enough to produce a full scale response on the order of seconds. Desorption
rates, however, are still rate limiting, as for other Pc-based sensors, and can delay
recovery of the sensor to its initial state for up to several minutes.

6.2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research presented in this dissertation has set the groundwork for the use of
these technologies in a number of different applications in analytical chemistry. Figure
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6.1. represents some potential future research directions, which include waveguide
Raman spectroscopy, biosensing development, spectroscopic electrochemistry, and
molecular orientation studies by waveguide linear dichroism. I am confident that the
application of integrated optical waveguides to problems in surface chemistry and physics
will become more important and will continue to contribute to our understanding of
interfaces and adsorbed molecules. I expect general improvements in technology over
the next few years such as the commercial availability of integrated optical waveguides.
Another important improvement will be the integration of light sources and silicon
photodiodes with optical waveguides using semiconductor planar technology.
Apart from purely technical advances, new experiments will be attempted which
promise to increase our knowledge of chemical sensors. For example, materials used for
optical chemical and biochemical sensor devices require special properties such as high
transparency, controlled refractive index, and good environmental stability. The sol-gel
process offers unique opportunities for the synthesis of functional inorganic-organic
composites by using precursors with non-hydrolyzable organic groups bonded to the
metal atom. This type of sol-gel material will be developed as novel indicator phases. In
particular, amines form charge transfer complexes with iodine, and the formation
constants are substantially greater than those of complexes formed with aromatic groups
(e.g., benzene) [273]. A sol-gel indicator material containing amine functionalities could
be prepared by substituting an aminosiloxane for DPDS. Such a material could be used
as the basis of a sensor with substantially greater sensitivity than the device described in
this dissertation. The LB technique for depositing well-controlled mono- and multilayer
supramolecular phthalocyanine films also provides excellent opportunities for molecular
device development The combination of optical waveguide structure and LB film
chemistry provides a powerful approach for analytical chemists to develop novel
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solutions to their own sensing problems.

Another exciting direction is lOW

immunosensor developmenL Although extensive research will be needed to improve the
long term stability of the biological interfaces, optical biosensors will increasingly be
applied in the fields where until now only electrochemical devices are available.
As the need for robust, versatile, and integrated sensors increases, planar
waveguides will be a valuable alternative to more classical approaches to remotely
controlled, in situ chemical sensing, especially in hazardous situations such as
combustible, explosive and electromagnetic interfering environments in which
electrochemical devices are unsuitable. Optical sensing will be the revolutionizing force
sweeping through sensing technology. What electrons have done for the 20th century,
photons may do for the 21st. However, in order to achieve a successful development of
integrated optical sensors, specialists from many disciplines have to work closely
together. Chemists and material scientists provide molecular interfaces for optical
sensors, and novel nonlinear materials for molecular devices. On the other hand,
physicists and optical scientists can obtain insight into the model of linear and non-linear
interaction of light with matter. With help from systems engineering and electrical
engineering, it should be possible to introduce this technology into new application
disciplines with global impact, including industrial process control, environmental
monitoring, clinical diagnosis, and space exploration.
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appendix:
prcx:edure for sol-gel waveguide fabrication

1.0. Preparation
1.1. All manipulations are recommended to be performed in a clean-room (class
^100) in order to make waveguides with propagation losses < 0.1 dB/cm. Any
particle or chemical contamination, humidity, temperature, or air flow
fluctuation will have critical effects on the optical waveguiding properties of
the products.
1.2. Purchase methyltriethoxysilane (99%, #17,557-9), titanium tetrabutoxide
(#24,411-2), and SiC^ (#21,512-0) from Aldrich.
1.3. Clean the glassware (32 oz jars, 1(X) ml graduated cylinders, and stirring rod
etc.) using PCC-54, rinse thoroughly with DI water, and then bake at 125 °C
overnight.
1.4. Purchase glass slides (Gold Seal) from the UA Store or use quartz slides (from
Heraeus Amersil) as substrates.
2.0. Substrate Preparation
2.1. Check the surface quality of microscopic slides. The slides with defects (such
as scratches, pin-holes etc.) should not be used as waveguide substrate.
2.2. Soak slides in DI water and 15 drops of Micro or PCC-54 in a coplin jar for
about 5 minutes. One coplin jar can hold 8 slides.
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2.3. Scrub lightly while wearing gloves (clean-room grade).
2.4. Sonic clean in fresh DI water and Micro or PCC-54 (15 drops per coplin jar)
for 4 minutes.
2.5. Rinse thoroughly with DI water.
2.6. Sonic clean in 100% ethanol for 4 minutes.
2.7. Drain ethanol and bake in a vented oven at 200 °C for 60 minutes.
2.8. Cool in vented oven to ambient.
3.0. Preparation of Sol-Gel Solution
3.1. Use 32 oz glass jar to prepare sol-gel coating solution by mixing
200 ml ethanol (200 proof, 1(X)%)
150 ml methyltriethoxysilane (99%, #17,557-9)
75 ml titanium tetrabutoxide (#24,411-2).
3.2. Stir the solution for about 30 seconds with a glass rod.
3.3. Inject 12.5 ml SiCl4 (#21,512-0) into the coating solution with a 20 cc syringe.
The syringe needle should be inserted into the solution phase.
3.4. Keep the solution in the 32 oz sealed jar to cool to room temperature (it takes
about 1 hr) and then start dip coating. It is critical to use the "fresh" sol-gel
coating solution within 48 hr.
4.0. Dip Coating
4.1. Dip-coating should be performed in clean room (^ class 100).
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4.2. Check the relative humidity to be 35-65%.
4.3. Turn on the tube furnace. Plug in the thermocouple and place it in the middle
of the furnace. Adjust the temperature control to get 500 °C. (It is critical to
control temperature to ± 5 °C.)
4.4. Once the temperature is stable at 500 °C, remove the thermocouple from the
furnace.
4.5. Dip the glass microscopic slide into the solution and withdraw it at a constant
rate of about 10 cm/min.
5.0. Annealing
5.1. Place the film/slide on slide holder right after withdrawing it from solution, and
place it into the center of furnace.
5.2. Anneal the films at 500 °C for 8-10 min.
5.3. Remove slides from the furnace by pulling it at 100-200 °C/min. Slides may be
cracking if it is moved too fast
5.4. Cool to ambient. This procedure produces ca. 0.5 pna. thick waveguides
(nssl.56) with loss <0.1 dB/cm.
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